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http://www.facebook.com/TheHandmadeLibrary
http://www.twopincottage.com.au
http://www.facebook.com/imagine4kids
http://www.littleteetee.com
http://www.hand-made.com.au/twolittlemonkeys
http://www.carolinascreations.com.au
http://www.facebook.com/indieandsloan
http://www.dragonfliesandflutterbyes.vpweb.com.au
http://www.facebook.com/sweetmayproducts


YOUR PLACE TO BUY AND SELL ALL THINGS HAND-MADE

www.hand-made.com.au
Buy. Sell. Love. Hand-Made.

Grow your creative business

Australia’s online wholesale marketplace

www.handmadewholesale.com.au
connecting designers & retailers

handmade
wholesale

www.hand-made.com.au/ALollyCreation

Adorable perfection.
Handmade
Aprons for 

adults and children.

www.hand-made.com.au/RainbowTwirls

Specialising in 
Tutus for 

princesses 
of all ages.

Photo credit GKS Photography
www.hand-made.com.au/MaAndMe

Beautiful
handmade

items for 
children, adults 
and the home.

http://www.handmadewholesale.com.au
http://www.hand-made.com.au
http://www.hand-made.com.au/RainbowTwirls
http://www.hand-made.com.au/ALollyCreation
http://www.hand-made.com.au/MaAndMe
http://www.hand-made.com.au
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Something 
Different
a pop up event
in leederville

7-9th November

Join the 
Friday evening 
opening party 
for  Showbags, 

Prizes and 
FUN!

"Something Di�erent" is an exciting new event 
for people who love to chill out, eat, drink and 
shop beautiful hand-crafted artisan goods in an 
exciting festival atmosphere. Featuring market 
stalls, workshops, food, beverages and room to 
relax, this event will provide "Something 
Di�erent" for the discerning Perth fun-lover of 
any age!

SOMETHING DIFFERENT:
7-9 November 2014
Fri opening night 5-9pm
Sat & Sun 10am-4pm

The Leederville Arena, corner of Newcastle 
& Oxford St, Leederville, WA.

Entry is free!

www.wastreetteam.weebly.com  
#somethingdi�erentinleederville Etsy

Brought to 
you by

tickle the imagination is an independently produced 
magazine.

editor & creative director

TANYA COLLIER editor@tickletheimagination.com.au

enquiries

editorial editor@tickletheimagination.com.au

advertising advertise@tickletheimagination.com.au

copyright

All images contained in tickle the imagination are subject 
to copyright of the artist, illustrator or photographer as 
named, but not limited to.

Reproduction of any part of this magazine without prior 
written permission is prohibited.

Copyright 2014. All rights reserved.

disclaimer

The views and comments expressed by the authors are 
not always that of the editor or publisher.

While every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy 
of the information in this publication, tickle the imagination 
accepts no responsibilty or liability for any errors, omissions 
or resultant consequences, including any loss or damage 
arising from reliance on information in this publication.

printing & distribution

Printed by environmentally accredited printing company, 
Scott Printing - 4 Aberdeen Street,  Perth, WA 6000 -  
ph (08) 9223 7788 - www.scott.com.au

tickle the imagination (ISSN 2201-0548) is published 
and distributed by Tanya Collier (ABN 30 587 538 671) 
ph 0412 415 196. Copyright 2014. All rights reserved.

This magazine is printed on Nordset uncoated paperstock.

Nordset is an environmentally responsible paper produced 
from FSC Mixed Sources Chain of Custody certified pulp 
from well managed forests. Nordset is Elemental Chlorine 
Free and made Carbon Neutral.

http://www.wastreetteam.weebly.com
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018 the sunshine gang
Cute cutouts, patchwork raindrops, wooden bow 
ties and Atticus Finch... we’ve got your bright, young 
things covered 

030 big kids or little women
When do our kids stop being kids?   

038 being present
The demands of everyday life have seen us become 
increasingly time-poor as parents.

053 rock of ages
Seriously cool kids show off the latest fashion pieces 
by Australian designers and makers.

068 springtime crafting
Take advantage of the gorgeous spring weather 
and head outdoors for an afternoon picnic and 
crafting fun!

076 make organising child’s play
professional organiser, Robyn Amott, shares her 
top tips for organising your childs wardrobe, and 
reducing those ‘what to wear’ morning tantrums!

083 campfire stories
Rebecca from Little Sweet Styling shares her son’s 
sixth birthday party.

53 83 46

contents

on the cover: tutorial and image 
by Helen Louise Wilkinson of 
Blossom and Cat
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madeit.com.au/VanillaPrints madeit.com.au/VickiElle madeit.com.au/threekittens

madeit.com.au/MyLittleGiraffe madeit.com.au/Cushinn madeit.com.au/rainbowsandwhimsy

madeit.com.au/merry-go-round madeit.com.au/NurtureImagineCreate madeit.com.au/OneString

THE HANDMADE MARKET  
OPEN ALL DAY EVERY DAY

Facebook.com/madeit.com.au            Twitter.com/madeit         
Pinterest.com/madeit                   Instagram.com/madeitmadeit.com.au

http://madeit.com.au
http://madeit.com.au/merry-go-round
http://madeit.com.au/NurtureImagineCreate
http://madeit.com.au/OneString
http://madeit.com.au/MyLittleGiraffe
http://madeit.com.au/Cushinn
http://madeit.com.au/rainbowsandwhimsy
http://madeit.com.au/VanillaPrints
http://madeit.com.au/VickiElle
http://www.madeit.com.au/threekittens
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Dedicated to my beautiful mum, Rita  - I miss you every day x

What a huge few months it’s been for tickle the imagination!

We celebrated our 3rd birthday in September... I get quite emotional reflecting back on 
all that has happened in the past three years - such an amazing journey! I feel so blessed 
to have had the opportunity to create my lovely tickle magazine - and it is thanks to you 
that we are still going strong three years on! tickle has the most AMAZING community of 
supporters - you seriously ROCK! I can’t say thank you enough times to those of you who 
supported our recent crowdfunding campaign to help take this issue to print. They say print is 
a dying industry...well, I think we are proving them wrong! There really is nothing lovelier than 
curling up with a cuppa and a beautiful magazine - pure happiness.

Last month also saw the launch of the tickle ambassador program - you will see a little 
promo on the facing page. So many of you have asked how you can help spread the word 
(and lots of you are already out there doing it!) - this is for you! We would love to have you 
on board as an offical ambassador. I am so excited about what this means for the future 
of tickle!! And equally excited to introduce our very first ambassador - Forming Circles. To 
celebrate their appointment as one of our Sydney ambassadors, they are offering three 
$1000 business grants to the tickle creative community - and tickle will be matching that with 
a $1000 advertising package for each of the three businesses who receive a grant - such an 
amazing opportunity! You can find details on page 45. 

Our kids issue is always lots of fun, and this one is no exception...it is 
simply overflowing with ideas from the tickle team and our wonderful 
contributors. I hope you and your little ones are inspired to create one 
of the many gorgeous projects! If you do, please take a pic and share 
it with us on facebook or instagram (@tickletheimagination) - we love 
to see what you are up to!!  
  
Enjoy!

Tanya Collier
Editor

hello!

8 tickletheimagination.com.au
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MICHELLE OFFERMAN
children’s fashion editor
michelle offerman stylist
www.michelleofferman.com

ALISHA HINDS
explore editor
alisha hinds
www.alishahinds.com

TANIA McCARTNEY
bookshelf editor
author, editor, reviewer
www.taniamccartney.com

HELEN LOUISE WILKINSON 
craft editor
blossom + cat
www.blossomandcat.com.au

LINDA VANDERMEER
sweet treats editor
bubble & sweet
bubbleandsweet.blogspot.com.au

ELLE ROBERTS
business editor
business coach & marketing strategist
www.elleroberts.me

special thanks to the tickle team

tickle ambassador program
We are looking for passionate and enthusiastic 
people to join the tickle family as ambassadors!

+ Do you love handmade, vintage and upcycled?

+ Are you passionate about supporting local designers and makers?

+ Do you love tickle and feel the need to tell everyone you meet about it?

+ Do you have a fun and engaging personality?

You could be just the lady we are looking for!

For more details or to apply, please visit...

www.tickletheimagination.com.au/ambassadors.php

http://bubbleandsweet.blogspot.com.au
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jess lim
Vintage Pie
www.vintagepiephotography.com

carmen rose
Photographer / Retoucher
www.carmenrose.com.au

rebecca atkinson
Little Sweet Styling
www.facebook.com/littlesweetstyling

meet our issue 17 contributors

kylie van der beek
Addicted to Buttons
www.addictedtobuttons.com.au

michelle buchanan
Avonlea Photography
www.avonleaphotography.com.au

Special thanks to this talented group of contributors, from all over Australia, who 
have helped bring this issue to life - filling the pages with gorgeous images, ideas 
and inspiration. tickle the imagination would not be possible without them! 

I invite you to support these amazing designers and makers by visiting their websites 
to discover more of their beautiful work and the stories behind their talent.

We are always on the lookout for gorgeous stories to include in future issues. If you 
are interested in submitting a story, please visit the contribute page at our website 
- www.tickletheimagination.com.au. You will find out how to contribute, things we 
love, how we reward our contributors plus dates and deadlines for each issue. We 
look forward to hearing from you! 

linda simpson
Claudette and Hester Handmade
facebook.com/ClaudetteAndHesterHandmade

sheran azmi
MakyajModel
www.makyajmodel.com

deni fowle
Free Range  Living
freerangeliving.co

loren zoka
Free Range Living
freerangeliving.co

louise greig
Ginger Rose Designs
www.facebook.com/
GingerRoseDesign

jackie hewett
Jackie Hewett Photography  
www.jackiehewett.com.au 
 

libby abadee 
Craft It Up 
craftitupbooks.blogspot.
com.au

http://facebook.com/ClaudetteAndHesterHandmade


2 014  U P M A R K E T S
Sunday 30th November 2014

2 015  U P M A R K E T S
Sunday 1st March 2015 
Sunday 21st June 2015 
Sunday 13th September 2015 
Sunday 29th November 2015

10am to 4pm 

UWA Winthrop Hall

Stirling Hwy Crawley

Over 150 designers 

Pe r t h  Up m a rket  b r i n g s  t o g et h e r 
a  h a n d p i cke d  s e l e c t i o n  o f  a r t i s t s , 
d e s i g n e r s ,  s t y l i s t s ,  c r a f t s p e o p l e 
a n d  g o u r m et s  a l l  u n d e r  o n e  r o o f

Free entry and 

ATMs onsite 

www.perthupmarket.com.au
f Find us on Facebook

*

W E D D I NG  U P M A R K E T S

Saturday 2nd May 2015 

Saturday 29th August 2015

10am to 3pm

UWA Winthrop Hall Undercroft

Stirling Hwy Crawley

Over 50 designers



For more information contact Carmen 
info@carmenrose.com.au or 0407994920

Portfolio images for children
 CREATE OR UPDATE YOUR CHILD’S PORTFOLIO 
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how to make a
painted rock 
cactus garden
TUTORIAL AND PHOTOGRAPHY BY HELEN LOUISE WILKINSON | BLOSSOM + CAT 

Cacti are ‘the’ plant to have in your home this season. 
If you are not the green fingered type but still 
crave that splash of colour why not 
have a go at creating a very lovely 
‘no maintenance’ cactus garden.

you will need...
+ smooth clean light coloured rocks

+ small pots or containers

+ sand

+ small pebbles

+ undercoat or primer (optional)

+ acrylic paint

+ paintbrushes

+ wooden skewers

tickletheimagination.com.au 13
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how to make your 
      cactus garden...
1. Wash and dry your rocks. Smooth river rocks are perfect for this 
project, I got mine from a local garden centre. If you live near the 
ocean, beachcombing is a lovely way to hunt for rocks and pebbles!

2. If using terracotta pots with holes in the bottom, cover the holes 
over with tape, this will stop the sand falling out! 

Have a hunt through your kitchen for decorative pots and bowls, 
teacups, jam jars or re-cycle some old tin cans.

3. Fill the pots almost to the top with sand and roughly position 
the rocks. This will give you an idea of how many you need to paint, 
maybe add in a couple of extra ones just incase!

4. Darker rocks may need a layer of undercoat or primer. This will 
also give the paint a nice finish and intensity. Paint a test patch of your 
green acrylic on a spare rock before you start, this will help you decide 
if you need to undercoat first.

5. Now for the fun part, it’s time to start painting! Using different 
shades of green, paint the rocks one side at a time. Allow to dry before 
turning. I added some orange and red shades to make my cactus 
display look super fancy! The paint doesn’t have to be perfect, adding 
some shading or stripes will create a different look.

*
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little details. . .
To add interest, form and texture to your cacti use a small 
paintbrush and white acrylic paint to add dots and stars. You can 
also stamp little dots using the end of a wooden skewer.

Another technique is applied while the paint is still wet. Scratch 
the paint away using the pointy end of a skewer or cocktail stick, 
this is a great way to create ‘spikes’ on your cacti!

tickletheimagination.com.au 15
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Arrange the finished ‘cacti’ in the pots and bowls, mix and match the colours, 
heights and sizes however you please. As a final finishing touch scatter some 
small pebbles on top of the sand. 

enjoy your new garden. . .x

16 tickletheimagination.com.au
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the 
 sunshine gang

Cute cutouts, 
patchwork 
raindrops, 
wooden bow 
ties and 
Atticus Finch. 
We’ve got 
your bright 
young things 
covered!

CONCEPT, STYLING AND PHOTOGRAPHY BY JESS LIM | VINTAGE PIE

18 tickletheimagination.com.au
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THIS PAGE Autumn and Florence tunic dresses 
Sparrow Blue Design

OPPOSITE Floyd S/S Shirt Sudo, The Atticus Tee 
Amelie & Atticus, Rough Cut Sweat Short Sudo

Please visit the designer and maker directory at 
the end of the magazine for contact details
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You are my 
sunshine, 

20 tickletheimagination.com.au
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OPPOSITE PAGE Organic cotton knitted dress 
Cobbled Together, Denim vest Skittle and 
Mouse

THIS PAGE (top left) Floyd S/S Shirt Sudo, 
Wooden Bow Tie Anita Laura Art, (top right) 
Organic cotton knitted dresses Cobbled 
Together, (bottom right) Tunic dress Sparrow 
Blue Design

Please visit the designer and maker directory at 
the end of the magazine for contact details

my only sunshine...
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THIS PAGE 
(top left) Rainbow Denim Bunting Dress 
Handmade by 3 Little B’s, Cloudy Rain 
Leggings Sparrow Blue Design, (top 
right) Rainy Day Shirt Twinkle Star, Mobi 
Spot linen hat Pamela Tang, (centre left) 
Stretch knit raglan top Gaga Couture, 
Space Adventure Shorts Sparrow Blue 
Design (bottom left) Sparkle Denim 
Twirly Skirt Handmade by 3 Little B’s, 
Rainy Day Shirt Twinkle Star

OPPOSITE PAGE
Bright Blooms Corduroy pinafore Twinkle 
Star, Resin necklace Rowdy Design

Please visit the designer and maker 
directory at the end of the magazine for 
contact details

you make me 
happy... 
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when skies are grey...
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chess-piece tiara

replace the chess pieces with a toy 
dinosaur for a fun new look!

OPPOSITE PAGE Rainbow Denim Bunting Dress Handmade by 3 
Little B's, THIS PAGE Bright Blooms Corduroy pinafore Twinkle Star

Please visit the designer and maker directory at the end of the 
magazine for contact details

Lightly sand chess pieces until 
they are dull. This will help the 
paint stick.

Paint your chess pices & allow to 
dry. You may need several coats.
 

Cover the top of your headband 
with washi tape.

Glue the chess pieces to your 
headband using craft glue or a 
hot glue gun.

Finished!

you will need...

+ plastic headband

+ washi tape

+ old chess pieces - 

preferably wooden

+ fine grade sandpaper

+ acrylic paint

+ strong clear craft glue or  

hot glue gun

create a fun new headband that is as unique as you! 

create a

1 2

4 53

TUTORIAL BY JESS LIM | VINTAGE PIE

tickletheimagination.com.au 25



bubbleandsweet.blogspot.com.au

a lovely blog f il led with recipes 
and free decorating tutorials

RECIPES | IDEAS | INSPIRATION



Frosted By Nicci
www.facebook.com/frostedbynicci

http://www.bubbleandsweet.blogspot.com
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rustic looking naked cakes 
are so now, but why should 
grownups have all the fun?

Despite looking super impressive these mini versions 
are perfect for smaller appetites. Made using an 
easy one bowl cake mix, they can be decorated 
with fresh edible flowers, fruit, sugar flowers, sprinkles 
or left plain with just a sprinkling of icing sugar.

My one bowl cake recipe is actually a great 
one for young cooks starting off as there are no 
tricky steps to follow. Just help them measure out 
the ingredients and watch (and help out where 
necessary) any use of electrical equipment - and it 
will be all systems go.

I've used pink food colour in my version, which 
makes a pretty cake perfect for a sweet afternoon 
tea. But trust me they look just as fabulous without 
the food colour mixed in. In fact, I like to bake them 
without the food colour, fill with a bit of jam and 
top with a dollop of cream and strawberries for a 
special afternoon treat.

mini 
rustic 
cakes 
RECIPE AND PHOTOGRAPHY BY LINDA VANDERMEER | BUBBLE & SWEET

tickletheimagination.com.au 27
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MINI RUSTIC CAKES (makes 6 cake towers)  

Assembled cakes that are iced (without decorations) can be 
stored in an airtight container for 1 day. Once decorated with 
fruit or flowers cakes should be served immediately.

You will need...

+ Vanilla cake (see recipe below)
+ Vanilla buttercream (see recipe below)
+ 1/2 cup strawberry or raspberry jam

Bake the vanilla cake as directed below. Once the cakes are 
cool, peel off the baking paper, turn the cake onto a cutting 
board and use a 6cm round scone or cookie cutter to cut six 
rounds from each of the sheet cakes.

Place one of the darker pink cake rounds onto a flat tray, top 
with a small amount of buttercream and jam. Top a medium 
pink cake round with a little butter cream and jam and holding 
the round with the buttercream and jam on the top press gently 
but firmly onto the darker pink round. Take one of the lighter 
pink rounds and spread or pipe on buttercream. Press onto the 
medium pink cake round so you now have a tower of three 
cake rounds.

Repeat the process for the remaining cake.

Decorate the top with sprinkles, flowers or fruit as desired.

VANILLA CAKE
Ingredients
2 large eggs *
125g unsalted butter *
1 cup caster sugar
2 cups self raising flour
pinch of salt
2/3 cup milk*
1 tsp vanilla extract
pink food colour

*eggs, milk and butter should be room temperature 

Preheat oven to 180ºC (160ºC fan forced). Line three baking safe 
dishes (approx. 15cm X 22cm) with baking paper

Sift the flour into a mixing bowl, add other ingredients and, using 
an electric mixer, mix at low speed until combined. Increase 
speed to high and mix for a further two minutes until the mixture 
is thick and creamy.

Mix in a small drop of pink food colour to make the mixture a 
soft pink. Take one cup of mixture and spread into one of the 
prepared rectangle dishes.

Add a little more pink food colour and mix in to make a medium 
pink colour. Take another cup of mixture and spread into 
another of the dishes.

Add another drop of pink food colour to make a darker pink 
cake mixture and spread the remaining 1 cup of mixture into the 
final baking dish.

Place all three dishes into the oven and bake for 25 to 30 
minutes, or until the tops start to colour slightly and a skewer 
inserted into the middle of the cake comes out clean.

Remove from oven, cool in dishes for 5 minutes and then 
carefully turn out on a wire tray to cool.

Baking tip. If your oven rack is not large enough to fit all three 
dishes in at once, place one rack 2/3rds to the top of the oven 
and one rack at 1/3rd of the way up before preheating. When 
ready to bake, place two dishes on the 1/3rd rack and the other 
on the higher rack and half way through baking swap the dishes 
around.

VANILLA BUTTER CREAM
If the weather is cool you may need to add another tsp of milk, 
however if the weather is very hot you might like to omit the milk 
as the butter may become very soft.

Ingedients
125g unsalted butter at room temperature
3 cups icing sugar mixture
1 tsp vanilla extract
pinch of salt
1 tsp milk
pink food colour

Place all ingredients except the food colour into a large bowl 
and mix at low speed until combined. Increase speed to high 
and mix until light and fluffy. Add a small amount of the food 
colour and mix until combined, adding more colour if required.
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we want 
our girls 
to delight 
in their 
imagination... 
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big kids
or little women?

We want our girls to delight in their imagination, to have fun 
playing princesses, to wear pretty dresses, to read books, to 
create paper boats or catch some dreams, to picnic in the 
bush or the beach or anywhere in-between. 

We don't want them to think they are ever too old to play a 
little, to wear something pretty, or to stop dreaming... we want 
them to think that wrapping a bike up in fabric strips, or setting 
sail on a bed boat at sunset, is always a great way to spend a 
few hours.

Remember when your girls were tiny and you would delight 
in making them handmade outfits and headbands and 
decorating their rooms in gorgeous whimsical colours? You 
would play pretend tea parties, make cubbies under the table, 
have picnics in the garden, stop at the playground and let 
them run and pretend to be whichever superhero, princess or 
pirate they chose. You would go on grand adventures to the 
beach or in the bush or to the local library to find books that 
fuelled their own creativity and imagination.

THIS PAGE: she will move mountains cushion, 
bluebird cushion and all cushions Claudette and 
Hester Handmade, bunting and lamp Claudette 
and Hester Handmade, button clock Addicted to 
Buttons, wooden furniture/ladder Canterbury Blue

Please visit the designer and maker directory at 
the end of the magazine for contact details

WORDS & STYLING BY LINDA SIMPSON FROM LILLY COTTAGE  | PHOTOGRAPHY BY AVONLEA PHOTOGRAPHY

When do our kids stop being kids? 

Is there a magic age when they are 

supposed to stop enjoying reading 

books, riding bikes with friends, 

playing pretend, creating cubby 

houses and playing at make believe? 
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Do you remember when all of that stopped? As our girls grow 
older and become a little more independent we seem to lose 
all the spontaneous silly fun. All of a sudden it seems their days 
are filled with phones and computers - they want to choose their 
own clothes and they ‘need’ the current fashion, despite how 
uncomfortable it is, and they spend more time indoors glued 
to a screen. You don’t seem to notice when it all changed but 
somehow it did.

Of course, every girl is different and some still cling on to the 
innocent imaginative play for as long as they can.

Whilst we don’t expect our 15 year olds to be hiding out under 
the table in the make shift cubby house, we love to encourage 
them to have a little fun... having an impromptu picnic with 
pretty china and fresh fruit, letting them wear the princess crown 
if they decide, making paper boats to hang from a mobile in 
their room. 

Being outdoors, crunching leaves underfoot as you follow a 
hidden pathway, delighting in the colours and the sounds and 
scents around you, encouraging them to stop and notice the 
beauty around them, the changing colours of the sky, the 
sparkle of the water - it is good for their soul and pretty good for 
yours as well.

When there is so much out there, from social media to the style 
of clothes available for young girls to wear, encouraging our girls 
to grow up too quickly and leave ‘childhood’ behind...it might 
be time to take a step back and play a little when you see the 
opportunity. Take a little time to imagine what you could do if 
you knew you could never fail.

THIS PAGE & OPPOSITE: cushions, bunting, lamp Claudette 
and Hester Handmade, button clock Addicted to Buttons, 
lace cuffs and lace aprons Bears and Old Lace, doiley 
art Claudette and Hester Handmade, blue chair, ladder, 
painted wooden items Canterbury Blue

Please visit the designer and maker directory at the end of 
the magazine for contact details IM
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what would 
you try if you 
knew you could 

never fail?

tickletheimagination.com.au 33
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you are never 
too grown up to 
enjoy the simple 
joy of making 
paper boats!

34 tickletheimagination.com.au
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pretty 
 paper boat mobile
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you will need...
+ 2 x sticks or poles - approx 40cm each

+ white fabric scraps

+ 7 metres of lace

+ 7 x A4 sheets of antiqued musical score or book pages

+ clear glitter

+ glue

+ white string

+ large needle (to fit string)

+ silver and clear beads

to create your mobile
1. Cut your lace into nine assorted lengths.

2. Wrap the sticks in white fabric scraps and tie the lace evenly 
along the length of the stick to affix the fabric.

3. Cross the two sticks to create an ‘x’ and tie together with string, 
leaving a length for hanging.

4. Follow the steps over page to create seven paper boats. Add a 
little sparkle with clear glitter.

5. For each boat, thread a length of string onto the needle. Tie off 
the end and stitch through the boat from the underside. Thread 
an assortment of silver and clear beads at random points along 
the length of the string.

6. Tie each string and boat to the sticks, placing at differing heights 
to create a beautiful arrangement 

7. Hang your pretty paper boat mobile - in your room or even 
outside!

ABOVE: crocheted crowns My Heart 
Flutters, bunting and bed sail Claudette 
and Hester Handmade.

Please visit the designer and maker 
directory at the end of the magazine for 
contact details

A simple project that will take you 

back to your childhood. 

Paper boats created with musical 

score, finished with glitter and hung 

amongst pretty lengths of lace...
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6Fold the bottom flap 
upward.

A B

1Start with an A4 piece of 
paper. Fold in half.

2Fold in half again to 
crease, then unfold.

3Fold top corners (A and 
B) to the centre.

4Fold the front, bottom 
flap upwards.

5Fold the overhang 
behind. Turn over.

7Open from the centre (as if 
using as a hat), taking point C 
to meet point D and flatten to 
create a diamond shape.

8Fold the front, bottom 
triangle upwards. Turn over 
and repeat on the other side.

9Open from the centre 
(similar to step 7) taking 
point E to meet point F, then 
flatten to create a diamond 
shape.

DC

E F

10Take the upper, outside 
corners and pull outwards to 
create your boat.

* tip...have the patterned side facing up to start - this is the side 

that will appear on the outside of the boat when finished

Your paper boat is complete! 

pretty  paper boats
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we understand what it's like...

time, as mums of two small children each 

it's easy to run out of ideas or forget to make 

38 tickletheimagination.com.au
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As parents ourselves, we understand the pressures on 
today’s families - working parents, or simply the demands 
of everyday life means the available time to spend 
'playing' with your kids is less and less. 

There isn't as much time to enjoy the simple things like 
getting messy, using our imaginations and creating - these 
fun things are being sacrificed. We know this from our own 
experience, but research has also shown that parents are 
spending less time with their children. 

Technology and screen time is also on the increase and, 
without awareness around the longer term impact, we 
feel that sometimes we just need to get back to basics. 
But this doesn't always come naturally to mums and dads 
and it’s easy to run out of ideas or forget to make time. 
As mums of two small children each (aged 3 and 2) we 
understand what it’s like. 

However, we also believe that the most valuable & 
memorable experiences for children are created by 
being present (when our minds are in the moment) and 
by demonstrating genuine pride in their performances or 
creations. 

So, we set out to create a solution...

The demands of everyday life have 
seen us become increasingly time-poor 
as parents. Passionate about bringing 
parents and children together to do 
something creative and fun, Jes and 
Virginia set out to create a solution to this 
ever-present challenge. 

being
present

WORDS JES EGAN & VIRGINIA SCULLY | PHOTOGRAPHY DAVID LOWE
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BEING PRESENT...

Being present doesn’t just apply to parenting - it affects every aspect of our lives. Being present means we are fully immersed in the task at hand. Often, we are so focused on what has been or what lies ahead that we forget to appreciate right now. By allowing yourself to forget your worries (just for a little while) and simply ‘be’ you will find a sense of calm and happiness that encompasses both yourself and your children. 

no distractions
It’s important to get rid of potential distractions. Turn off the television, the computer and especially your mobile phone.

schedule time
It sounds awful to have to schedule time with your children, but the reality is that time disappears so quickly! There are so many things to fit into our day... weeks and months disappear so quickly.

make a plan
Plan what you will do ahead of time to ensure you have all the materials and equipment. If you’re not sure where to start, here’s a few ideas...

The most valuable & 
memorable experiences 
for children are created by 
being present (when our 
minds are in the moment) 
and by demonstrating 
genuine pride in their 
performances or creations.

“

5 ideas for creative 

fun with kids...

1Kids love getting messy! But, if the idea of paints and 
glue in your home sends you into a panic - take it 

outdoors! Choose a sheltered spot so papers don’t go 
flying everywhere, and setting up a wash basin before you 
start will mean messy hands can be washed before going 
back inside.

2 Build a rocket ship and go on a space adventure. 
Oversized boxes, or multiple cereal boxes are the 

perfect construction material for kids. We love the makedo 
cardboard connectors - they make it super easy to join 
pieces together (www.mymakedo.com)  

3 Create a fairy garden using found objects in your 
home and garden - if you are looking for something 

super special to include, you should check out the sweet 
miniature toadstools and fairy homes from Made by Niss.
(www.facebook.com/madebyniss)

4Make a kite and visit the park to fly it. There is 
a gorgeous tutorial in a back issue of tickle the 

imagination - you can find it on the tickle website.  
(www.tickletheimagination.com.au/create.php)

5Buy a creative kit. This is where we come in... After 
many conversations about being present parents, 

we realised we could collaborate our ideas to offer a 
solution!  ‘Coloured by you’ are kits that can be enjoyed 
by parents and children to create gorgeous, one-of-a-kind 
homewares. (www.charlieandrosie.com.au)
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homewares - and offer them in kit form...

to create original, eco-friendly + handmade 

We realised that we could collaborate our ideas 

42 tickletheimagination.com.au
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Paper Chap is the creation of Melbourne 
based artisan Jes Egan. Coming from a 
creative family, Jes completed a Bachelor 
of Communication Design and then 
proceeded to the dark side working as a 
‘suit’ in advertising agencies in London, 
Manchester and Melbourne. Returning 
to her arty routes (professionally) Jes now 
spends her time illustrating and hand 
cutting unique, delicate and beautiful 

Charlie and Rosie is a young and 
energetic company that believes that 
the world is more fun and beautiful when 
seen through children’s eyes! Our offering 
is simple: We celebrate children’s artwork 
by printing it onto fabric and turning it 
into beautiful organic homewares. We 

own workshop at home means that the 
outcome is something that both child and 
mum feel very special about! It’s not only 
beautiful it’s also truly original and it can 
be restored forever. It’s also really easy to 
do” 

www.charlieandrosie.com.au

paper cuts, which are available under her 
Paper Chap label.

Jes is an exceptionally talented local artist 
who not only understands the importance 
of encouraging creativity at an early age 
but it has always been a huge part of her 
life, even more so now as a mum of two.

Jes spends hours illustrating and hand 
cutting her images out of paper, it’s so 
delicate and intricate, not for little hands 
to play with, although her eldest son 
doesn’t agree. “The idea of giving him 
a template to colour in, was originally to 
give him some time to play with ‘Mum’s 
art’. He loved the idea of colouring in the 
elephant, that I thought, this is a great 
idea for a parent who might not be as 
naturally creative.” 

Paper Chap’s inspiration for the animal 
series comes from her love of animals 

We met in a 
previous life 

when we were 
colleagues at 
a Melbourne 
advertising 

agency. Individual passions have brought us 
back together to create something truly unique 

and special. We are both passionate about 
encouraging creativity in kids and wanted to 

bring parents and kids together to do something 
creative and fun. We realised that we could 

collaborate 
our ideas to 

create original, 
eco-friendly 

& handmade 
homewares.

are passionate about supporting flexible 
working hours for mums, and we work 
hard to minimise our impact on the 
environment. 

Virginia Scully, founder of Charlie and 
Rosie and mum of two, is passionate 
about giving children an appreciation for 
art from a young age.

“I often have mums coming to me 
suggesting they struggle to find creative 
inspiration or a framework to provide 
their children for encouraging creativity 
and artful experiences . The idea to 
collaborate with an artist to provide 
illustrations for mums to create their very 

and the beauty that comes simply from 
their shape. Working with paper, allows 
her to create an image within an image, 
with shapes and negative space. Each 
of Paper Chap’s pieces is a single sheet 
of paper that is cut with a scalpel, this 
means that it is a 2D, single colour image. 
Striking in it’s own right, adding colour with 
another medium adds a vibrancy and 
effect to the image that is dynamic.

www.paperchap.com

homewares - and offer them in kit form...

CHARLIE and ROSIE

PAPER CHAP
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every second brings  
a fresh beginning,  
every hour holds 
a new promise, 

 every night our dreams 
can bring hope, 

 every day is what you 
choose to make it..

UNKNOWN
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apply for
one of three

$1000
business grants

To celebrate our appointment as one of tickle the 

imagination’s Sydney ambassadors, FORMING 

CIRCLES - an ethical investment company - is very 

pleased to offer three $1000 business grants to the 

tickle creative community.

To register your interest... 
please email info@formingcircles.com.au 

*terms and conditions apply

www.formingcircles.com.au 

@FormingCircles

Creating Social & Ethical Investment Success Stories

dream big!

the businesses to 
receive these grants wil l 
also have an advertising 
opportunity in tickle’s 
next issue!
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bookish 
creations

WORDS AND PHOTOGRAPHY BY TANIA MCCARTNEY

Kids’ books are filled with more than just stories. They are the stuff of dreaming, 
imagination, play, creativity, other worlds. They are an escape. An education. 

A path to literacy. They are, quite simply, Enlightenment for Poppets.

Plucking books from the shelf and putting them to work as decorations 
and playful treasures is a whimsical way to both delight children - and 

remind them of the magic of reading.
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{dreamy display}
Picture books make for heart-thumping art - whether 
traditional classics from your own childhood, block-colour Euro 
sensations or simply your child’s favourite book character. You 
might frame a book cover, a series of pages from a favourite 
story, or even create your own collage using page cut-outs 
(have the kids help out!). You could also layer a cut-out of your 
own child into a picture book scene, or make a specific shape 
(horse, sailboat) from the pages of a childhood novel. 

Carefully remove the book pages by first disassembling the 
spine, then frame chosen images in store-bought frames, or 
take them to a framer for unusual shapes or multiple images. 
Just make sure you buy two book copies—one to deconstruct 
and one to enjoy the regular way! 

You can also display books, sans framing, on shallow shelving. 
Layer them, lean them against the wall or simply stand them 
up, artfully arranged with like-objects. For a really eye-
catching display, centre it in three main colours—here we’ve 
used red, yellow and blue. 

Change up your bookstore-worthy display often. You could 
even change it according to season, tradition or life events.

{pagey pinwheels}
A breeze to make, pinwheels are a fun bedroom or party 
decoration. 

book pages
white glue
skewers (or straws)

1. Using the template as a guide cut a 7cm square from your 
book pages.

2. Cut along the dotted lines as shown on the template

3. Place a small amount of glue in the centre and take one of 
the outside points and adhere to the centre point.

4. Repeat with the three remaining points and allow to dry.

5. Attach the pinwheel to a skewer or straw with glue or 
pushpin. 

download 
the template 
from the tickle 
website!
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{a garland tale}
Festive and whimsical, these garlands can be draped along 
walls, zig-zagged over windows or hung from the ceiling like 
stalactites. 

book or magazine pages
circles punch
sewing machine

1. Punch circles from book pages. 

2. Stitch through the circles with a sewing machine, creating 
long strings. 

3. Hang them throughout your home.

{character 
bookmarks}
How easy and charming are these bookmarks? 

1. Cut shapes from a picture book, ensuring there aren’t too 
many skinny, easily-bent parts. 

2. Using a glue stick, paste the image to light cardboard, 
smooth then cut out carefully. 

3. Put the bookmarks under some heavy books to ensure 
they dry flat. You could also punch a hole in the top and 
thread a ribbon through. 

These make 
wonderful gift 
tags, too!
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fluttery  
  clouds  
Look up! There, dangling from the ceiling, a sight to 
behold - a simple cloud cut-out from the pages of a 
book, with blue cardboard droplets sprinkling down. 
Simply run your sewing machine vertically through 
the cloud, taking in the droplets as you go. Run a 
line of thread at the top of the cloud, then cut to 
length for hanging.
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{literary bling}
This amazing origami bracelet is so much fun to 
make - crafted from strips from the pages of a book. 
Have the kids join in!
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8. Use a paper clip or 
peg to hold in place 
while you complete 
your bracelet

1. Cut 20 rectangles 3cm x 
12cm. Fold each one in half.

2. Fold in half again. 3. This is your base unit.

4. Place a second unit 
inside the fold of the first.

5. Weave a third unit through 
the fold of the second. Fold 
the front flap downwards 
and towards you. 

6. Fold the front blue 
flap to the left.

7. Repeat steps 5 and 
6 with the back flap, 
folding it away from you

9. Weave a forth unit through 
the fold of the third. Fold 
the front flap of the pink unit 
towards you. and across.

10. Fold the flap upwards, 
slipping the end in behind 
the yellow unit

11. Repeat steps 9 and 10 
with the back flap, folding it 
away from you, and slipping 
the end in behind the yellow 
unit on the reverse.

12. Weave a fifth unit through 
the fold of the forth. Repeat 
the steps to fold and weave 
the green into the bracelet.

13. Continue with this pattern until the 
bracelet is long enough the fit around your 
wrist. To finish, remove the paperclip, then 
weave the ends of the first unit through the 
fold of the final unit. Then fold them back 
and slip in place.

tickletheimagination.com.au 51
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{storybook light}
This beautiful shade is incredibly easy to create. 

paper light shade
book pages
2” circle paper punch
hot glue gun

1. Punch circles from book pages

2. Hot glue the cirles to either a lampshade or a 
lightshade, starting at the bottom and overlapping to the 
top. 

You could also use strips of paper for a delightfully fluffy 
effect. 

note... Ensure you use low wattage bulbs - or 
simply hang without lighting.

{bookish bunting} 

Sweet and simple, this bunting looks adorable using pages 
from picture books. Regular book text (pictured) also looks 
wonderful; you could take pages from your child’s favourite 
novel. 

1. Create a cardboard template in your preferred shape - 
visit the create page at tickletheimagination.com.au for a 
collection of templates. 

2. Remove pages from a favourite book with a Stanley knife, 
and cut pages to fit the template. 

3. Punch holes at the top, thread with ribbon or string and 
hang! 

4. Laminate shapes for longer-wearing creations.
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rock
>>> of <<<
ages

Lights Love Struck 
Homewares, White Tee 
GaGa Couture, Black 
Leggings Her+I, Hooray 
Sweater Paul & Paula, Red 
Harem Pants Mrs Millah, 
Guitar Softie in white Vox & 
Dolly

Please visit the designer 
and maker directory at the 
end of the magazine for 
contact details

STYLING MICHELLE OFFERMAN
PHOTOGRAPHY CARMEN ROSE
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THIS PAGE & OPPOSITE: Lights Letter Lights
OUTFITS FROM LEFT TO RIGHT: Leopard print leggings Her+I,  Tee Inkibabinki, Black Houndstooth Infinity Scarf Pollykinz,  Beanie Mrs Millah, 
Feather Leggings GaGa Couture, Sweater Paul & Paula, Vest By Renee Hall, ‘George’ Newsboy Hat in Grey Pollykinz, Overalls Ted & Toot,  
Socks Hubble + Duke, Vest Ted & Toot, Red Harem Pants Mrs Millah, Beanie TigsTogs, Tee Iggy Little, Tartan Harem Pants Boo Buddy Bear 



Please visit the designer and maker directory at the end of the 
magazine for contact details
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OPPOSITE PAGE
(top left) Tee Iggy Little, Braces Boys and Bells, 
Skirt Ted & Toot, (top right) Vest By Renee Hall 
Sweater Paul & Paula, Leggings Her+I, (bottom 
right) Star headband Suella, Top Rhapsody 
and Thread, Skirt Ted & Toot, (bottom left) 
Tee Inkibabinki, Leggings in numbers GaGa 
Couture

ABOVE 
Lights Letter Lights, Star Light Love Struck 
Homewares, (left) Hairband Suella, Overalls 
Ted & Toot, Tutu Suella, Socks Hubble + Duke, 
(middle) Tee Paul & Paula, Harem Pants Boo 
Buddy Bear, (right) Head Scarf Mrs Millah, Long 
Sleeved Tee Paul & Paula, Braces Boys and 
Bells, Bloomers Mrs Millah

RIGHT
Star Light Love Struck Homewares, (left) Tee 
Paul & Paula, Vest Rhapsody and Thread, 
Bloomers Mrs Millah, (centre) Jumpsuit Mrs 
Millah, (right) Hooray Sweater Paul & Paula 
Skirt Suella

Please visit the designer and maker directory 
at the end of the magazine for contact details
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THIS PAGE & OPPOSITE (from left to right)
Shirt Nurture Imagine Create, Tie Boys and Bells, Vest Ted & Toot, Leggings Her&I
Bow Suella, Top Apple Crumble, Leggings Joyfoolery
Bow Suella, Shirt Nurture Imagine Create, Skirt Apple Crumble
Bow Suella, Dress Joyfoolery, Jacket Apple Crumble

Please visit the designer and maker directory at the end of the magazine for 
contact details

Creatives:
Photographer: Carmen Rose
www.carmenrose.com.au
Hair/MUA: Sheran Azmi 
www.makyajmodel.com
Stylist: Michelle Offerman
www.michelleofferman.com
Models: Lily, Elissa, Jeyda, Brooklyn and Sammy

58 tickletheimagination.com.au
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www.birdynumnum.com.au
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Subscribe today! 4 issues from just $49
+ save 18% off the newsstand price

+ delivered to your door

+ never miss an issue

Subscribe today at tickletheimagination.com.au/subscribe

*TERMS & CONDITIONS APPLY. VISIT THE GIVEAWAY PAGE AT WWW.TICKLETHEIMAGINATION.COM.AU FOR DETAILS. 

Subscribe and you 
could win 1 of 10 

Birdynumnum Design 
dreamers! 

Subscribe to tickle the imagination magazine before November 30, 2014  
and you could win a gorgeous Birdynumnum Design dreamer, valued at $59. 

Handcrafted in the Birdynumnum Design studio, dreamers are ready to hang 
above your bed - with the promise of the happiest of dreams filtering through 
the tassels to the sleeping beauty below. Bad dreams stay in the net (where 

they belong) and disappear in the light of day, never to be seen again... 

ISSUE 17 | SPRING 2014
www.tickletheimagination.com.au
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Kokeshi dolls are originally from northern Japan. They are handmade 
from wood, have a simple trunk and an enlarged head with a few thin, 
painted lines to define the face. The body has a floral design painted in 

red, black, and sometimes yellow, and covered with a layer of wax. One 
characteristic of kokeshi dolls is their lack of arms or legs. 

These modern Kokeshi dolls are created by artist Alisha Hinds into 
paper cut out dolls ready for you to mix and match and create your 

own kokeshi look for decoration as bunting or just to get cultural.

Make some sushi rolls and have a creative afternoon 
making kokeshi dolls - The kids will love it!

kokeshi paper dolls
WORDS AND DESIGN BY ALISHA HINDS | WWW.ALISHAHINDS.COM
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cut and create
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blossom & cat

accessories & homewares handmade in Melbourne

www.blossomandcat.com.au | www. blossomandcat.bigcartel.com

http://www.alishahinds.com
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a few of my 
favourite things
Editor Tanya Collier shares a collection of her  
favourite new finds from Australian designers  
and makers.

love...
the gorgeous range of wooden 
blocks and magnetic activity sets - 
perfect for outings. Designed and 
handcrafted by Babee & Me.  
www.babeeandme.com.au

68 tickletheimagination.com.au
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dream big
Every great dream begins with 
a dreamer. Reach for the stars 
and change the world x
mayandbelle.com.au

geometric toy boxes 

It’s hard not to be organised when you have a miss lilly toy box 
in your kids bedroom or living room. These toy boxes or storage 
baskets hold a surprising amount – fill with toys, books or anything 
your little heart desires.

Toy boxes hold their shape well when placed on the ground but 
also fit perfectly in the famous Ikea Expedit shelving unit.

www.misslilly.com.au

vintage shirt bibs
Yellow Mule beautifully captures the magic of 
childhood with their latest product. The ideal bib to 
pull out for any occasion; an evening on the town 
with Mum or Dad, birthday parties, weddings & 
important meetings at daycare!  
www.yellowmulestudio.bigcartel.com

toadie cushion 

gorgeous, fun and hardwearing! Toadie cushions are 
handcrafted by Whirly Gig Kids in their Melbourne studio. 
www.etsy.com/au/shop/WhirlyGigKids

pom pom owl
Too cute! This eco-friendly, printed 
owl pillow with pom pom trim 
is made with love in Newtown, 
Sydney by Mintchi.
www.mintchi.com.au

http://mayandbelle.com.au
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springtime crafting
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STYLING BY LIBBY ABADEE OF CRAFT IT UP BOOKS AND DENI FOWLE OF FREE RANGE 

LIVING PHOTOGRAPHY BY JACKIE HEWETT PHOTOGRAPHY

http://www.jackiehewett.com.au/
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Take advantage of the 
gorgeous Spring weather 
and head outdoors for 
an afternoon picnic and 
crafting fun! 

A cosy rug, tea set and a 
few supplies lets our little 
Springtime crafters enjoy an 
afternoon in the sunshine 
while creating sweet peg 
dollies, beaded head wraps 
and dreamcatchers. 

THIS PAGE & OPPOSITE:

Photography by Jackie Hewett Photography, 
dresses by Ginger Rose Design, Paper, adhesive and 
fabric tape products by Sarbe, Dreamcatcher and 
Boho Beaded Hair Wrap available as CreativiTea Kits 
by Free Range Living, Book “Craft it Up Around The 
World” by Libby Abadee and Cath Armstrong

Please visit the designer and maker directory at the 
end of the magazine for contact details
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Children will find 
inspiration in nature’s play 
ground, as they dance in 
the sunshine, and take 
time out under the shade 
of a large tree. 

Taking crafts outdoors 
invites the imagination to 
bloom, bringing woodland 
fairies and warrior 
princesses to life.

THIS PAGE & OPPOSITE:

Photography by Jackie Hewett Photography, 
dresses by Ginger Rose Design, Paper, 
adhesive and fabric tape products by Sarbe, 
Dreamcatcher and Boho Beaded Hair Wrap 
available as CreativiTea Kits by Free Range Living, 
Book “Craft it Up Around The World” by Libby 
Abadee and Cath Armstrong

Please visit the designer and maker directory at 
the end of the magazine for contact details
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you will need: 
+ Plate
+ Dolly peg
+ Paintbrush
+ Green, brown and red acrylic paints
+ Glitter
+ PVA glue
+ Strong craft glue (we used UHU stick)
+ Toothpicks
+ Tiny blue flower button or sequin
+ 2 x 5cm lengths of white baby ric rac braid + Fabric or washi tape 6cm x 1cm
+ Piece of paper doily 6cm x 3cm
+ Piece of patterned paper 7cm x 6cm
+ Patterned paper cut into a butterfly roughly 6.5cm x 5cm

create a sweetpeg dolly 
TUTORIAL AND STYLING BY LIBBY ABADEE OF CRAFT IT UP BOOKS AND DENI FOWLE OF 

FREE RANGE LIVING | PHOTOGRAPHY BY JACKIE HEWETT PHOTOGRAPHY
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Put tiny blobs of green, brown and 
red acrylic paint onto a plate. Use a 
toothpick to draw on the eyes, mouth 
and cheeks. Paint on the hair with a 
paintbrush. Allow to dry.

Glue one piece of ric rac braid around 
the head with strong glue and press 
firmly. Glue the second piece along the 
bottom edge of the fabric tape. Use 
a generous blob of glue to attach the 
flower to the side of the head.

2

5

1 3

4

Spread the strong glue along the top 
edge of the doily piece and wrap 
around the bottom of the peg. It’s tidier 
if your edges meet at the back. Repeat 
with the piece of patterned paper, this 
time gluing about 1cm underneath the 
head. Add your fabric tape to finish off 
the top edge. 

You can make the wings by folding over 
a piece of paper and cutting out the 
shape of one wing. Snip and open up to 
reveal the butterfly shape. To decorate 
the wings, put a tiny blob of PVA glue 
onto one side of the plate, and a little 
pile of glitter on the other side. Use a 
toothpick to draw a line of glue around 
the outside of the butterfly. Dip the wet 
glue gently into the glitter. Shake off the 
excess glitter and allow to dry.

Run a line of strong glue down the 
middle of the wings and press the dolly 
peg on firmly. Allow to dry. 

Finished!! A jar decorated with pretty 
washi tape is the perfect storage spot 
for your collection of peg dolls.

New! Released just in time for the 
holiday season,  “Craft it Up Christmas 
Around the World” follows Libby & Cath’s 
popular “Craft it Up Around the World” 
and is available from all good bookshops 
& online retailers. Vist Libby’s blog  
www.craftitupbooks.blogspot.com.au for 
more fun tutorials and craft projects!
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http://craftitupsydney.blogspot.com.au/
http://www.jackiehewett.com.au/
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Let me set the scene for you... 

It’s 7am in the morning, you just got out of the shower, you’re 
getting ready for work and your children are screaming to 
be fed and dressed, and there is a lot of yelling and tears... 
and that’s just from Mum. The kids are going bananas 
because they can’t find the special t-shirt, sports uniform or 
fairy skirt they just have to wear today.  

Sound like your household in the morning?

I’m Robyn Amott, a WAHM to two young girls and owner 
of Bless this Mess Professional Organising and De-cluttering 
services. I’m more than familiar with how chaotic life with 
kids can be and know only too well how the regular morning 
routine can make getting out the door seem impossible. All 
because of a simple clothing issue.  

Organising the contents of your little one’s wardrobe 
is a great place to start! Coming from a fashion based 
background, wardrobes are one of my great passions. You 
ideally want to create a wardrobe that fits your child’s age, 
allows for independence and flexible enough to cater to 
both their current and future needs.

make organising        child’s play

professional organiser, Robyn Amott, shares her 
top tips for organising your childs wardrobe, and 

reducing those ‘what to wear’ morning tantrums!

WORDS BY ROBYN AMOTT | PHOTOGRAPHY BY LISA KERR ATKINSON

*

http://www.blessthismess.com.au
http://clevergirl.com.au
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1. Less is best.  
When it comes to kids – less is best.  Simplify choices by limiting 
quantity.

2. Hang as much as you can 
Save the drawers for pyjamas, bed linen, singlets and socks.

3. Group younger children’s 
clothes into sets 
It’s a great way to teach them how to co-ordinate their outfits, 
ensures Daddy knows just what goes with what and saves on 
space.

4. Let them explore  
As they grow, allow them the ability to explore their creativity by 
hanging items individually.

5. Increase your hanging space 
This can be achieved by adding a double hanging rail - hang 
bottoms and skirts on the lower rail and tops, dresses and jackets 
on the top. Use the higher rail for special occasion items.

Provide a non-slip step for younger children so they can reach 
the higher rail when required. If you have children sharing a 
room use the lower rail for the smallest child and the top for the 
eldest.

6. Group clothes by type/colour  
Hang like with like in order of sleeveless, short sleeve, long 
sleeve, cardigans/jumpers. Additionally shorts, skirts, leggings, 
pants, jeans.

7. Divide and conquer  
Shoe boxes or drawer organisers are great for dividing up 
drawers and keeping their content contained.

8. Baskets on shelves  
Baskets can be great for items you prefer to fold or those 
hard to hang items like shorts or bulky jumpers, as they act like 
drawers. Attach a strip of felt underneath to prevent them 
scratching the shelf. Identify one basket for each clothing 
type and get the kids to help create badges to tie on.

9. Be sure to get the kids 
involved  
Their sense of pride in helping to create their space will 
encourage them to also maintain it, and even get involved in 
putting away their washing.

10. Rotate items  
Rotate based on seasonal needs. Remove or donate items 
that no longer fit. It’s also a great way to know what you need 
to shop for.

11. Utilise the back of 
wardrobe doors   
Great for hanging school bags, jackets or scarves without 
cluttering up the appearance of the room.  3M offer a 
fantastic range which can be easily moved to suit changing 
needs and are great if you’re renting.

“ Giving  
everything a home 

creates calmness for 
both your mind and 

spaces...

tips for an 
organised 
wardrobe11
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So... now that’s sorted, how do 
you stop those morning tantrums 
over what to wear?
incorporate a new step into your 
nightime routine... 
Get the kids to choose their clothes for the next day. Let them 
know what the weather will be and the most appropriate clothing 
items i.e. skirt, singlet, short sleeve top, cardigan and stockings. With 
your newly organised wardrobe, the selection process will be much 
easier. Also gives you the chance to wash any last minute uniform 
or special items the night before they need them.

let go of your ideals on how you think 
they should look... 
Don’t get too hung up on what matches and what doesn’t. You’ll 
only end up in another tantrum based situation. Children need 
to experiment with their choices, it’s part of learning and a way 
for them to express their individuality. So let them! The outfits my 
children come up with are sometimes hideous and other times 
they manage to pull off the perfect outfit from items I would never 
have thought to team together. Be sure to praise their ability! Trust 
me, their sense of pride, the smile on their faces and the ‘how do I 
look Mummy’ comments are worth every mismatched outfit. More 
importantly the kids will be only too happy to get dressed the next 
morning as they chose their outfit and can’t wait to put it on.  

a place for everything...
When it comes to organising any space it’s not only about ‘the 
stuff.’ Giving everything a home creates calmness for both your 
mind and spaces. Systems and routines are a big part of the 
process to ensure you don’t end up back at square one in a few 
weeks. 

These systems provide an ease of use for everyone. Additionally 
they allow for independence, save on space, create a home for 
everything and in turn make it easier for you/the kids to find and 
put clothing away when clean. Most importantly they will save you 
time, money and your sanity and make that morning routine run 
more smoothly and have you out the door on time. 

Now that’s sure to make the morning routine a little more bearable!  

For more great organising & 
storage solutions contact  
Bless This Mess
Robyn Amott on 0407 757 466 or at www.blessthismess.com.au,  
or follow my daily tips on Facebook www.facebook.com/
BlessthisMessOrganising.

To locate your nearest Professional Organiser go to  
www.aapo.org.au

http://www.blessthismess.com.au
http://www.facebook.com/BlessthisMessOrganising
http://www.facebook.com/BlessthisMessOrganising
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paper mobile bliss
WORDS & PHOTOGRAPHY BY TANIA MCCARTNEY

Paper addiction is a serious affliction and is widely misunderstood. 
Yes, it may include sheets and reams and cards and books, but it 
also extends to anything and everything even remotely attuned 
to that beautiful, crisp, soul-stirring medium. Origami shapes. 3D 

creations. Tags, photos, envelopes, labels, drawings, stickers. Random 
circles dipped in glitter and strung into a heart-stopping garland.

When you glean such emotional pleasure from something, 
why stuff it in a drawer where it does nought but illuminate 
the inside of said draw? Why not bring it out and have it 
illuminate your life? 

My own, somewhat large [read: hoard-like] paper 
collection was busy illuminating the inside of drawers 
and cupboards for quite some time before I made this 
realisation. And a paper mobile seemed the perfect way 
to allow these pieces to float, dance, inspire and brighten 
not only my paper-obsessed life, but that of my kids (in fact, 
many of my collected items are kid-related).

I made this mobile alongside my daughter, who created 
the same style in a miniature version. We spent around 
three days laying out paper treasures—both purchased 
pieces and those of our own creation, like paper cranes 
and chatterboxes, and paper baubles. We then cut, hole-
punched, folded and daubed shapes in white glue before 
sprinkling with clear glass glitter. We tied the finished pieces 
to varying lengths of white string, then strung them around 
a metal hoop. 

My cascading mobile is over a metre high and takes pride 
of place in my studio where it shimmers and spins at the 
lightest change in air pressure. Not only was its creation a 
rewarding way to spend time with my girl, the end result 
has brightened my life immeasurably. Who knew something 
so simple could be so happy-making?

So, dig out your precious collections and let them shine. I 
promise it will affect your heart.

{ }

80 tickletheimagination.com.au
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tips...
+ You could also use wooden hoops or embroidery hoops for this project.

+ I recommend using string as opposed to fishing line which becomes far too tangly. 
+ A random look, with differing string lengths, is far more effective than symmetrical composition. The joy is in the ‘imperfection’. 

+ If 2D pieces start to curl while drying, sandwich them between + heavy books for a day or two. 
+ Clear glitter allows the colours of each individual piece to shine through. 

+ You can search for myriad paper bauble and origami tutorials on YouTube.

+ Large mobiles are heavy! Be sure to use a strong ceiling hook.

tickletheimagination.com.au 81
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campfire
stories

STYLING AND WORDS BY REBECCA ATKINSON OF LITTLE SWEET STYLING

PHOTOGRAPHY BY  RENEE BOYCE
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marsh-
mallow 
s’mores
you will need...
+ sticks (real sticks or lolly sticks)
+ large marshmallows
+ chocolate buttons for melting
+ plain sweet biscuits

1. Melt chocolate buttons 
according to packet.
2. Place your biscuits into a 
freezer bag (or similar) and 
crush with a rolling pin, then 
place biscuit crumbs into a 
bowl.
3. Dip the tip of each stick into 
the melted chocolate and 
insert into a marshmallow.
4. Dip marshmallows into 
melted chocolate, then dip 
into biscuit crumbs.
5. Sit on baking paper to set.

yum!
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For my son's sixth birthday party, we 
threw a Camping Party at Five Little Figs cafe, 
and the guests enjoyed a cooking class run by 
Kinderchefs, where they all made sausage rolls and 
decorated cupcakes, played in the veggie garden, 
fed the chickens and had much fun eating their 
hard work!

With the dessert table, I wanted to have a very 
earthy feel, using lots of natural props including logs 
and tree stumps, all atop a rustic wooden trestle 
table. I made the fabric bunting myself, and found 
some (yummy!) chocolate rocks that look too real to 
believe they were edible.

With the marshmallow s'mores I used real twigs for 
the sticks, and tricked the kids into thinking they 
were eating pots of mud, which was actually 
chocolate mousse with Oreo "dirt" on top! The little 
mint sprigs added a realistic touch as well.

I took a fresh approach to a few other party 
favourites on the table, serving chocolate crackles 
in bamboo cones, piklet stacks served in mini frying 
pans, and I had lots of fun with some sour worms, 
pretending they were bait worms in an old tin.

tickletheimagination.com.au 85
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I made most of the food myself, including the cake 
with rock candy "fire", more Oreo "dirt" and chocolate 
"rocks", but enlisted the help of Cookie Mummas for the 
cookies and Sweet Creams for the fire cake pops.

I wanted to do a lolly-free "lolly bag", and to continue 
the outdoors theme of the party once the guests left, 
so included a scavenger hunt list, pencil and pad, 
torch, and the children filled mini chevron paper bags 
with some trail mix, to give them lots of energy while 
out exploring!

There was the perfect mix of structured activity and 
explorative play at Ned's party, and also a good mix 
of healthy and treat foods. The homemade food was 
styled to look special with some really simple but clever 
props, and certainly all easy to do!

SUPPLIERS
Styling, props, paper goods: Little Sweet Styling 
www.facebook.com/littlesweetstyling

Cookies: Cookie Mummas 
www.facebook.com/cookiemummas

Cake Pops: Sweet Creams 
www.facebook.com/sweetcreams

Photography: Renee Boyce 
www.renee-boyce.squarespace.com

Location: Five Little Figs 
www.fivelittlefigs.com.au

86 tickletheimagination.com.au
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chocolate 
crackle 
cones
you will need...
+ 2 cups ricebubbles
+ ½ cup icing sugar, sifted
+ ½ cup desicated coconut
+ 2 Tbsp cocoa, sifted
+ 125g copha, melted and cooled

1. Combine rice bubbles, icing sugar, 
coconut and cocoa in a bowl.
2. Pour over cooled copha and mix well.
3. Spoon mixture into bamboo cones. 
Refrigerate until required.
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birdynumnumdesign
WORDS AND PHOTOGRAPHY BY KYLIE WIFFEN OF BIRDYNUMNUM

meet kylie
I am mama to two extremely beautiful, energetic young boys (Jasper 5, 
Flynn 8) and wife to Shane a keen surfer/fisherman. We live in the small 
Victorian coastal town of Barwon Heads in our gorgeous 1960s forever 
home. We have been renovating since we relocated the house here 12 
years ago. We love it here and are never going to leave!  My background is 
in University administration, website design and event management. I have 
also studied early childhood development and business management. 

I was brought up by two extremely creative parents. My dad is an 
electrician by trade and a talented landscape artist and can turn his 
hand to anything. He is amazing. I have memories of watching him restore 
furniture, create beautiful gardens and build/fix/make just about anything 
you can name. My beautiful mama is also an amazing creative talent. She is 
a trained nurse, a beautiful seamstress, knits and crochets to perfection. She 
is also an amazing cook, a skill which unfortunately wasn’t passed on to me.  
They are my inspiration. If you were wondering where I get my creative from, 
I guess you can see it’s probably genetic!

So why did I start my business..?  Well, I have always created things. Always. 
As a child I was constantly creating and Art was my absolute favourite class 
at schooI.

After having my first baby I created some pieces for his nursery which led to 
making gifts for friends and family. I was constantly told by everyone that I 
should be selling my work.  I guess when enough people say the same thing 
over and again you eventually take notice! Then for some reason, just after 
my second baby was born something just clicked and I thought I would give 
it a go. 

Markets were never my thing. The thought of putting myself out there in a 
public setting was too intimidating for me. It’s quite daunting putting your 
creations out into the world for the first time.  So, it was thanks to the internet 
that I could put myself out there in a way that was not intimidating and with 
a lovely gentle ‘buffer’ between myself and the world.  Thank you Internet!  

Initially I was using ETSY as a catalogue of sorts to showcase my work to local 
stores. Now remember, this was 5 years ago! Online shopping was fairly 
new and buyers did not completely trust online shopping yet. So I didn’t 
expect anyone would actually see at my ETSY shop, let alone buy from it. 
But someone did. That first buyer, she was Spanish and I was totally blown 
a w a y.  Not only did someone see my products, but that someone was on 
the other side of the world. My eyes were open to the amazing power of 
the internet and the love affair with online selling began. Oh, did I mention 
‘Thank you internet..?’

88 tickletheimagination.com.au
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Choosing my business name was tricky!  
My second baby, (Jasper) was totally 
fascinated by birds at the time. He 
would go absolutely nuts if he saw a bird, 
which we all found extremely funny. Legs 
kicking, squealing laughing (you get the 
idea). So I knew I wanted to use bird in 
the name somewhere. Naming a business 
is complicated, as you need to be able 
to use it in so many different places and it 
needs to be available in all those places too. 
(business name reg, domain name, Instagram, 
facebook, pinterest etc)

I finally settled on 
birdynumnumDesign. It’s quirky 
and has a little sense of cheeky 
humour (a bit like my products). 
Also, it will be able to evolve with 
my products if/when I decide to 
expand the range into other areas 
such as home wares or art, as it’s 
not overtly ‘baby’ related.
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inspired by...
This is a hard one to answer! I believe creative people have a 
mind that works differently to ‘non-creative’ people. We observe 
and process information and what we see in a different way. This 
means that inspiration can come from anything and anywhere. 
And often does! I am inspired by what I see in my day to day 
life, in fashion, in nature, in magazines, on the internet, in my 
imagination.  My mind never, ever stops. Which is sometimes a 
little annoying as it interferes with sleep. But I have a notebook by 
the bed which mostly takes care of that.

Creatively, I love to put a new spin on things too. So for example 
my mobiles are a slightly modern interpretation of the traditional 
mobile as are my dream catchers, weavings and textile artworks. 
These were all things that already ‘existed’ in another form, but I 
have recreated them in my own style. 

Favourite creative people..?  Barwon Heads is home to so much 
creative talent. We have Kip&Co, Megan Weston Art, IamSali 
Design, Nikole Ramsay, just to name a few!

I absolutely LOVE inaluxe and have several of their prints in my 
home. I also admire the work of Orla Keily, her fabric design and 
asthetic are timeless.

Megan Weston is an amazing artist (and friend) who’s work is just 
so imaginative and divinely vibrant. 

other creative passions
Being creative by nature, everything I see or do tends to turn into 
a creative endeavour. From house DIY including tiling, painting, 
dressmaking, curtain making, re-upolstery, restoring furniture, 
to landscaping and flower arranging I will have a go at almost 
anything. 

I love learning new skills and using new tools and get a buzz out of 
the whole process from beginning to seeing the end result. Luckily 
we have a renovator’s delight for a home which has kept me 
amused with DIY for the past 12 years. 

I love restoring and re-purposing things and can see potential that 
others can’t. I’m always saying to my husband “I have a vision, 
you have to trust me.” Then he usually laughs or rolls his eyes and 
lets me get on with it!

I also love to dabble in painting and drawing, graphic design and 
website design. But don’t ask me to cook, I really am not a foodie 
at all! Lucky for me my husband is a whiz in the kitchen or we 
would probably starve! 
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tools of the trade
The nature of my business means that I dabble in lots different things so I have lots of 
different tools! The ones I use each and every day are my sewing machine, my ever 
growing collection of very sharp scissors and my trusty Olympus DLSR. 

Being an online business means my computer, photoshop, ipad & iphone are also 
essential. Can I also count my coffee machine..? That I really couldn’t live without! 
I work with a wide variety of materials from textiles, to yarns, driftwood to beads. I 
collect things that appeal to me and worry about what I will use them for later, when 
inspiration strikes. I also love using my wood saw and cordless drill. I got a new one for 
mothers day last year and I LOVE it.
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lessons learned
1THE IMPORTANCE OF GOOD PHOTOGRAPHY.

Good product photography is absolutely key to online 
selling. You need to show the customer all of the things that 
they would see if they were able to pick up your product, turn it 
around and look closely at it. Well lit images, white background 
and insitu shots are essential.

2PRICING
I found pricing difficult in the beginning, but I have become 

better at it over time. I now have a basic formula which I apply 
to all of my work. It seems to work well. I find If I under price I 
can’t keep up with the demand and if I over price demand will 
slow. It’s quite a delicate balance!

3VALUE MY TIME
I have learned to value my time as much as the finished 

product. The process and skill and creativity that is put into it is 
just as important and valuable as the materials used. And you 
can’t have one without the other.

4BE UNIQUE
I make sure that what I am doing is unique so that I am 

producing something different to whatever else is available. 
As time goes on and others are producing similar products I 
develop new ones, to keep things different and fresh. I try to be 
a step ahead which is challenging but I love it.

5FOLLOW MY INSTINCTS
If I trust my own instincts on decisions about design or 

photography or marketing I have found that to be the best 
thing for me. I try not to be too influenced by others. 

6NEVER STOP LEARNING
There is always something new to learn. Especially in 

the online world where things are constantly changing and 
evolving. I read as often as I can so I can keep up with what is 
happening currently and what future developments are coming 
up in online selling and social media.

7THE IMPORTANCE OF SAYING NO/DON’T TAKE ON TOO MUCH
I have learned that it is important to keep the balance right. 

If I take on too much my stress levels can go through the roof 
and this is not good for me or my family. 

8ONLY TAKE UP OPPORTUNITIES THAT FEEL RIGHT
New opportunities are only worth taking if they feel 100% 

right. I have learned which ones are worth taking by trial and 
error. It’s also important to realise when something is not working 
and let it go. Although at the time it may seem hard, another 
opportunity is just around the corner and you might miss it if you 
are spending time and energy in the wrong place! 

9TO MAKE TIME FOR ME
It’s important for me to take time out to relax and unwind. 

Working at home, it is easy to become isolated so I try and 
make time to get out and about, go for a walk or catch up with 
a friend. I also love to get out into the garden, and having a hot 
bubble bath after a long day is my idea of heaven too.

I have learned to 
value my time 

as much as the 
finished product.
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ETSY is the number one, go-to for resources on starting/running 
and developing an online creative business. There are so many 
ETSY resources available, I have barely even scratched the 
surface. Those people really know their stuff and there is an 
active ETSY community full of inspiring makers from all over the 
world who you can connect with and learn from. It’s where I 
started my birdynumnum journey and I will be forever grateful 
for the platform.  I love ETSY.  (etsy.com)

The Business Bakery is another amazing resource. Julia 
Bickerstaff is an inspiring business woman who runs courses 
for “intentionally small businesses” which educates us on all 
aspects from pricing to marketing and refining processes.  I 
am learning so much from doing the Healthy Income Program 
with Julia. I recommend it to any creative business person.   
(businessbakery.com)

typical day
A typical working week revolves around the boys school/kinder schedule. I fit my work hours around that, approx. 25 hours a week or so..? So generally the average work day looks like this:

7am wakey wakey! Get me coffee (or else) #notamorningperson Ha!8:30am  Get boys off to school/kinder9:00am  emails + social media
10:00am  head into studio and get making, using whatever hours I have in between school/kinder runs. This might be 3 or 5 hours depending on the day. Have any mail + parcels ready to take to post office by 4pm3:20pm school/kinder run

4:00pm  random house organising, a cuppa and catch up with kiddos
5:00pm  get started on dinner/bath/bedtime/homework/storytime/cuddles7:30pm  Boys bedtime 

8:30pm  photo editing/website maintenance etc  maybe some work in the studio..? Maybe a bowl of yogurt..?  Then relax before bed.

Create and Thrive is another inspiring mentor program 
run by Australian Blogger and talented jewellery designer Jess 
Van Den. Jess offers practical, simple advice and information 
based on her own extensive experience as a designer maker. 
I love her no nonsense approach and down to earth nature 
(createandthrive.com)

I have only recently discovered SwissMiss, a blog by 
Tina Roth Eisenbergs choc full of creative inspiration from 
the wonderfully amazing Tina Roth Eisenberg. I adore her 
completely down to earth attitude and the positive energy 
that shines from every part of her business(es). Her blog is 
packed with lectures and resources for creatives. I also love 
that she is a working mama with an imaginative attitude to 
what you can do in business to keep it fun whilst still caring 
about people. And she’s not over the top she’s just ah-mazing. 
(swissmiss.com) 

There are many resources out there for creative online 
businesses. These are a few of my favourites:
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secret of success
Well that all depends on your definition of success. Everyone is 
different. For me, success is making a living out of doing what I 
love. It’s that simple. 

I have been approached many times about expanding and 
offering wholesale, but to me that would involve giving over 
control, and I’m just not ready to do that. Maybe someday, but 
just not right now.

 If I never make an absolute fortune (in dollar terms) out of my 
micro business, that will be perfectly fine, because that’s not what 
I set out to do. I am so happy, and amazingly grateful that I am 
in the fortunate position to contribute to the household income 
by working from home, doing flexible hours around family doing 
what I love.  In my eyes, I couldn’t be more successful!

favourite things about business
My favourite thing is that I have total creative control. Being 
a micro business makes me ‘nimble’ meaning I can design, 
develop and create a product very quickly without the need to 
jump through the hoops of someone else’s approval process. If it 
sells, great, if it doesn’t I can try something else!

I also love the satisfaction and sense of happiness and inner 
peace that I gain from spending so much time being creative. 
It’s a big part of who I am so the more I create the happier I 
become. This makes me a better wife and mama. Happy wife 
Happy life as they say!

future plans
What’s next….hmm this is a very good question! I have a 
children’s book in draft form that is on the backburner at the 
moment. I would love to publish it at some time in the future. I will 
be developing more limited edition art pieces and going more 
into the general home wares area, and developing products for 
older children. My business is growing with my boys, and they are 
my assistant product testers so they help me with ideas based on 
what they like.

My ultimate future dream would be to be able to work with 
Vietnamese women to produce some of my designs with Fair 
Trade principles in place. My dad is a Vietnam veteran so there 
is a connection to the place and I think it would be a wonderful 
thing to be able to make a difference to women in a country 
where they don’t have the opportunities that we have here 
in Australia. Who knows, one day this dream may come true. 
Wouldn’t that be wonderful?

birdynumnum design
Kylie Wiffen - kyliewiffen@gmail.com
www.birdynumnum.com.au
www.instagram.com/birdynumnumdesignwww.facebook.com/birdynumnumdesignwww.pinterest.com/kyliewiffen

Barwon Heads Victoria, Australia94 tickletheimagination.com.au

http://www.birdynumnum.com.au
http://www.instagram.com/birdynumnumdesign
http://www.facebook.com/birdynumnumdesign
http://www.pinterest.com/kyliewiffen
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a collection of artworks and creations inspired by rocks
COMPILED BY TANYA COLLIER

gallery wall

THIS PAGE (from top, L-R) 

Rock Solid by Kathy Panton, You Rock my World 
CaroCaro Studio, rock rings by Machine and a 
Dream, heart crocheted rock by Domum Vindemia, 
Pink Tourmaline by Wordity, Pebble Felt Rug by Happy 
as Larry Designs

Please visit the designer and maker directory at the end of 
the magazine for contact details  



THIS PAGE (from top, L-R) 
necklace by Eden Dreams, You Rock by Fluid Ink, Blue 
Wishing Stones by ArtistaStyle, Shine Bright by May & Belle, 
Balancing Stones 06 by 26 Seeds, ring by Gill Cordiner - 
individualism enhanced, Baby you Rock by Young Hearts 
Design

Please visit the designer and maker directory at the end of the 
magazine for contact details  
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The Clay House is one of Australia’s premier International Clay 
Centres situated in Fremantle, Western Australia. As a privately run 
self-funded specialist clay facility, we are able to host a number of 
clay related activities. 

In this ever more technologically focused world it seems more and 
more we gravitate towards a virtual reality when pursuing creative 
outlets. In our Wet Clay Programs, both children and adults are given 
the opportunity to think through their hands. It’s a unique creative 
environment to begin thinking in more than two dimensions as a 
means of expressing ourselves. Courses range from thematic and 
exploratory through to skill and process based. The Clay House 
provides a place for people of all ages to come and make stuff 
without expectation or pressure amongst other Clay Keeners!

The centre is also home to talented professional ceramic artists and 
designer/makers, including local, internationally recognised Fleur 
Schell, Danica Wichtermann and Michelle Horrocks, as well as short 
term resident artists from around the world. 

Our artist studios give visitors an insight into the layers of production 
required to execute the highest level of craftsmanship. An artist’s 
studio often reflects the inspiration behind the artwork, while 
providing a glimpse into the depth of consideration required to 
resolve each object.

The Clay House
92 Stirling Highway, North Fremantle

WA
0422 986 129
theclayhousestudios@gmail.com
www.theclayhouse.com.au
facebook.com/TheClayHouseStudios

the clay house1

creativeescapesisn’t it time you connected with your creative side?

tickletheimagination.com.au 99
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a little creative
Design your own dinosaur at A Little Creative’s 
fun themed workshops! Children get to use their 
imaginations and explore colours and texture 
techniques to paint their own 3D timber dinosaurs and 
draw prehistoric landscapes to match. 

A Little Creative runs art educational workshops for all 
ages from their private studio and around the Sunshine 
Coast region covering broad areas of art: drawing, 
painting, construction, printing, ceramics and more. 

Visit their website for fabulous creative ideas to do with 
your children, to book into their courses and purchase 
many of their items and kits online (including these 
dinosaurs!)

Sunshine Coast

QLD
info@alittlecreative.com.au
www.alittlecreative.com.au

2 fleur envy
Create something beautiful at the Joyous Jewellery 
Making Workshop at Fleur Envy.

Be marvelled by what your hands can do and start 
appreciating the little things in life. Learn how perfect 
imperfections can be, have a good laugh at your 
shortcomings and love yourself.

Fleur Envy offers studio workshops, one-one 
workshops or private group workshops.

All attendees bring home the jewellery they have 
crafted in the workshop.

Make time to embrace your creative side!
 

Fleur Envy Studio
Unit 4/7 Jetty Road, Bunbury

WA
hello@fleurenvy.com
www.fleurenvy.com

3
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A Little Creative run a huge range of 
classes for all ages! Everything from 
regular term classes, school-holiday 
themes, birthday parties, screenprinting, 
stamp printing & more

www.alittlecreative.com.au

tickletheimagination.com.au 101
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5spot of yellow
Spot of Yellow offers fun and easy screenprinting 
workshops. I am really passionate about kids doing 
art and expressing themselves creatively using their 
own hands. Come learn how to screen print your own 
greeting cards to give to friends! Stencil screen printing 
is really fun and gives great results. I have a range of 
original stencil designs that l have drawn up for you. You 
can choose a few to cut out and then print. It’s really 
exciting to pull your own prints. 

All levels of creativness can screen print. You will go 
home with some beautiful hand cut stencil greeting 
cards that you have hand screenprinted. It easy, fun 
and rewarding. 2 hour Workshop classes offered to 
teenagers (10 years and up). I run a workshop every 
term.  
 

Melbourne

VIC
phone Shelley 9041 0103 or
email Jodi spotofyellow@gmail.com 
www.facebook.com/spotofyellow 
instagram @spotofyellow

4 crafty kids club
Our children’s craft and sewing workshops and 
parties ignite childrens’ imaginations and tap into 
their natural ability for creative expression. We teach 
children’s craft and sewing workshops for 6-14 year 
olds that engage, inspire and delight. They draw on 
their natural creative resources to make a wide-
range of projects that build their skills and give them 
a real sense of personal pride and achievement.

Our workshops are mobile. We offer pop-up 
workshops around Sydney, craft parties, after school 
and holiday programmes. The workshops range from 
1.5 hours to half a day and can be customised to suit 
- children were studying Japan at school so I created 
a series of Japanese craft workshops - kirigami, 
origami, geisha dolls using Japanese papers, Kokeshi 
dolls.   

Sydney

NSW
phone 0403 284 124
gemma@craftykidsclub.com.au 
www.craftykidsclub.com.au
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little felt rainbows
Little Felt Rainbows runs School Holiday Craft 
Workshops for children aged 2+. Craft projects 
are inspired by the seasons and Rudolf Steiner’s 
philosophies of colour and beauty, and use high 
quality natural materials. 

Favourite workshops include Felting and Winter 
Lantern Making. Upcoming pre-christmas workshops 
will be Hand Sewn Xmas Decorations, Candle 
Decorating and Window Stars, and Making an Xmas 
Wreath. Located in the Hills District of Sydney - or get 
a group together and we can travel! Cost: $30pp, 
includes all materials and morning tea. Parents 
welcome to drop off or remain and have a cuppa. 

 

Hills District, Sydney

NSW
littlefeltrainbows@gmail.com
www.littlefeltrainbows.com

6

how do you 
tickle?

#tickletheimagination

@sparrowandb

@saffroncraig

@runwildhorses

@mudbynest

@blossomandcat
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out+about
WORDS  & PHOTOGRAPHY BY HELEN LOUISE WILKINSON

Rose Street Markets

Every Saturday and Sunday morning a little corner of 
Melbourne’s trendy Fiztroy comes alive. At around 8.30 stall 
holders start to arrive at the much celebrated Rose Street 
Artists’ Market. Over the next couple of hours marquees are 
erected, displays are built, bunting is hung, coffee is drunk 
and gorgeous handmade products are beautifully displayed. 
There is a flurry of excitment around 11am when the market 
‘officially’ opens.

This very cool, inner city gem recently celebrated its 10th 
birthday having evolved from a former junkyard to become 
one of Melbourne’s most established and favorite art and 
design markets.

Arrive early and you are free to wander amongst the action, 
the stall holders love to chat and if you are lucky you may 
get to meet one of your favorite makers. Breakfast at the 
Young Bloods Diner is a must! The menu is hip and fresh and 
the service friendly. Breakfast is served all day and there is a 
delicious selection of snacks, cakes and pastries to choose 
from. If you arrive at lunch time check out the ‘lunch box’, it is 
an absolute treat! The diner is funky and child friendly, if the sky 
is blue, enjoy the outdoor seating or perhaps a cocktail in the 
fabulous rooftop bar.

You will find an array of stand out handmade goodness at 
The Rose Street Artists’ Market including artworks, cards, prints, 
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jewellery, fashion, furniture, homewares, accessories, flowers, 
plants, a little bit of vintage and much more. 

Around 60 talented local artists and designers showcase their 
work at each market, they are a friendly and inspiring bunch, 
many of them regulars, many names you will recognise. If you 
are after high quality, unique and original handmade pieces 
you may be hard pressed to choose! Perhaps bring a big bag 
and really spoil yourself! For something truly unique perhaps a 
special commision from one of the artists? 

With an excellent reputation and special events thoughout the 
year The Rose Street Artists’ Market has become an institution 
in Melbourne. So if you love handmade and supporting local 
artists and designers make sure Rose Street is on your ‘to do’ list.

The Rose Street Artists’ Market
Every Saturday & Sunday 11am - 5pm

60 Rose Street, Fitzroy, Melbourne

Young Bloods Diner
Wednesday - Sunday 7am - 5pm

60 Rose Street, Fitzroy, Melbourne

www.rosestmarket.com.au

THIS PAGE CLOCKWISE: The Scarlett Bobbin, The Australian 
Natural Soap Company, Flock Curiosity Assembly, Yellow 
Mule, Able & Game, Nowhere Creek, Limonia.  

OPPOSITE PAGE CLOCKWISE: Orphfund, Hannakin, Pirdy, The 
Young Bloods Diner, Retro Pop Homewares
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REVIEWS TANIA McCARTNEY KIDS BOOK REVIEW

For more children’s book reviews, visit 
www.kids-bookreview.com

Mike I Don’t Like! 
by Jol and Kate Temple, and Jon Foye 
ABC Books, $19.99
This is Mike. And he no like. He doesn’t like this, he doesn’t 
like that. He no-like the dog, he no-like the cat. Mike doesn’t 
like a single thing - and boy, he’ll let you know it. This 25-page 
rant will have kids completely wide-eyed, and adults quietly 
smirking behind the front cover. Packing visual punch, matte 
pages and drool-worthy speech bubbling and typography, 
this is hilarity personified, featuring Oliver-Jeffers-esqe 
illustrations and galloping, rhythmic text that nudges Seuss in 
cleverness. One of my favourite kids’ books of 2014.

The Hairy-Nosed Wombats Find 
a New Home 
by Jackie French and Sue DeGennaro
HarperCollins, $24.99
Jackie French has a well-known passion for wombats and in 
this gorgeous book, she helps 176 of them to find a new home 
- away from the fires that burn their land, away from the floods 
that wash through their burrows, and away from - we can 
only hope - extinction. Iconic illustrations by the amazing Sue 
DeGennaro make for a delightfully colourful and humorous 
tale that will enchant little kids, and at the back of the book, 
an author’s note and the true history of this beautiful wombat 
will enchant older kids (like me).

I am Cow, Hear me Moo! 
by Jill Esbaum and Gus Gordon 
Viking, $24.99 
Nadine is a fearless cow. Not much makes this gutsy bovine 
tremble. Not lightning, not rats, not loud noises, not even the 
nearby woods. Her friends seem sceptical so Nadine proves 
her bravado by urging them into the woods for a leisurely stroll. 
Gulp. There’s nothing to be afraid of! Kids will love this funny, 

action-packed tale with dramatic climax and super-cute 
ending. Gus Gordon’s priceless illustrations pack their usual 
heft, and beautifully parlay the text. I am reader, see me 
smile!

A House for Donfinkle 
by Choechoe Brereton and Wayne Harris
Walker Books, $24.95 
Donfinkle Vonkrinkle is building his dream house. He knows 
exactly how he wants it to look: mud walls, a red door, a 
porch made of pine. His friends have their own opinions, 
though, and very soon poor old Donfinkle’s house is no 
longer his own. Rhyming text liberally scattered with 
Goobles, Moobles, Bloobles and Floobles makes for a 
fabulous book to read aloud, along with eye-popping 
images that make the heart flutter. Along the way, kids will 
receive a valuable lesson in being true to themselves.

on our 
bookshelf

http://www.mybookcorner.com.au/listings/594-owl-know-how.html
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Tasmanian artist Jennifer Skelly’s book 
about collective nouns has been so 
popular that she’s about to release 
Volume Two! Each book is an illustrated 
collection of 50 animal collective 
nouns, such as a murder of crows, a 
flamboyance of flamingos, a loveliness 
of ladybirds or a dazzle of zebras. 

The book is educational as well as 
entertaining, has been beautifully 
printed on high grade art paper and will 
delight children and adults alike! You 
can find Jennifer’s books, along with a 
whole range of other illustrated products 
such as greeting cards and jewellery, 
online at www.redparka.com.au

The Elm Tree
Art, Design, and Stationery
Made in Australia
www.theelmtree.com.au

Illustration and Design by Sharon 
Hinchliffe. Prints, cards, invitations, 
pendants, magnets, homewares, 
paintings. Commissions welcome.

www.arlidesign.com.au
www.facebook.com/arlidesign

Coco & Ella Designs offer affordable 
and modern party printables (DIY or 
printed), wedding stationery and wall 
prints for kids, couples and the home.

 www.cocoelladesigns.com

works of art creative 
marketplace

Hand drawn portraits
Artist John Marshall specialises in lead and 
sepia portraits.

If you have a favourite person or pet you 
would like captured on paper, John would 
love to work with you.

Based in Perth, Western Australia.

www.johnmarshallarts.com

a special teacher’s 
gift idea

A unique memento for any occasion, a 
Mini Ink fingerprint tree guestbook will be 
as individual as the fingerprints that have 
been placed upon its branches. 

Guest by guest, leaf by leaf, a finger print 
is added and very soon, you have a one 
of a kind, very special piece of art, to 
frame and keep for many years to come.

Fingerprint guest books are perfect for 
Births, Christenings, birthdays, corporate 
events, engagements, end of year 
teachers’ gifts.

www.miniinkfingerprint.com.au

A collection of creations featuring 
friendly robot Bo-bot and his best friend 
Bing Bird. Each design celebrates the 
friendship of these quirky characters. 
Together they have many adventures.  
Find out more at
www.facebook.com/bobotandbing
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New range! 

Look at the gorgeous new range 
of jersey knits now available at  
Wickedly Woven. 

Perfect for your upcoming project, 
these knits are 95% cotton 5% spandex 
and just delicious!

Wickedly Woven also stock a selection 
of custom fusion minky, fleece and 
spandex. 

Order today at Wickedly Woven’s 
online store -  
www.wickedlywoven.com.au and 
don’t forget to subscribe to our 
newsletter to keep up to date.

christmas ribbons
A gorgeous new selection of Christmas 
rribbons are now available at Ribbons 
Galore! With a focus on fun, fresh ribbon 
designs you are sure to find the perfect 
embellishment for your creative project.

www.ribbonsgalore.com.au

craft supplies

christmas craft!
Released just in time for the holiday 
season, “Craft it Up Christmas Around 
the World” follows Libby & Cath’s 
popular “Craft it Up Around the 
World” and is available from all good 
bookshops & online retailers.

Vist Libby’s blog  
www.craftitupbooks.blogspot.com.au 
for fun tutorials and craft projects!

craft queen
Specialising in unique ribbons, 
buttons and craft supplies, Craft 
queen offers everything you need 
for a diverse range of crafts including 
scrapbooking, card making, 
patchwork and sewing. 

Visit them online today at 
www.craftqueen.com.au 

creative 
marketplace

CreativiTea Kits!
A fantastic new range of 
DIY CreativiTea Kits are now 
available from Free Range 
Living. including this gorgeous 
dream catcher. 

For more details and to 
purchase, visit Free Range 
Lliving online at 
www.freerangeliving.co, or 
instore at 20A Flora Street, 
Kirrawee, NSW 

Phone 0404 933 089 

story box
StoryBox offers 3D frames along with 
sweet miniatures that tell a story or 
journey – every StoryBox is unique and 
completely personalised. Create one 
for someone you love today! For more 
information and to view the complete 
range, visit www.storyboxofyou.com

http://craftitupsydney.blogspot.com.au/
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pure tots
Pure Tots offers a beautiful collection of 
handmade crochet toys, accessories 
and clothing bringing old world charm 
with a modern twist. 

All items are handmade in Perth, 
Western Australia with a focus on 
using 100% organic fair trade cotton. 
Designed for newborns to age 12 years, 
you’re sure to find something special for 
your little one.

www.puretots.com.au

little wardrobe creative 
marketplace

Old Vintage Bike is an 
online boutique creating handmade 
clothing and homewares for special 
little Misters and Misses. The home of 
exquisite apparel tailored to bring 
love, joy and happiness to the tender 
beginnings of our juniors.
Inspired by old vintage and retro 
classics, each piece of clothing is 
designed and stitched in-house from 
the highest quality fabrics in ‘The 
Studio’. Every item tells the story of a 
whimsical childhood, and every mini 
minor has the opportunity to dress up 
in beautiful enchanting designs to 
match their individual character.

www.oldvintagebike.com.au

handmade sweetness 
Maisie May finds contemporary beauty in 
recycling the past.  Drawing on inspiration 
from vintage or reclaimed fabrics comes 
a beautiful range of handmade cuddling 
toys, kimono flower hair clips and children’s 
clothing that all make wonderful gifts.  
www.maisiemay.com.au

rainbows and whimsy

miss haidee
Children’s clothing fashion designer, Miss 
Haidee, has been designing and mak-
ing exclusive children’s clothing for more 
than a decade and is pleased to offer 
her delightful signature vintage clothing 
for boys and girls aged from birth to 12 
years. These exclusive kids’ clothes are 
keepers, beautifully made in Australia 
from quality vintage embroidery and 
exquisite linens.

Miss Haidee’s designs cater for fashion-
able boys and girls and are available for 
pre purchase for on-line or from beauti-
ful boutiques worldwide. These fashion-
able designs are exclusive yet nostalgic 
and are made in Australia from the 
best quality cotton fabrics sourced from 
around the globe. 

www.misshaidee.com.au  

Made with lots of care, attention & 
of course LOVE, Rainbows & Whimsy 
make gorgeous accessories for all 
ages. Find them online at
madeit.com.au/rainbowsandwhimsy

gorgeous dress ups
Sparrow & B specialise in dressing kids up. 
Whether its for a fancy dress party, school 
production, special event, or just fun & giggles 
around home - they aspire to have all your 
children’s costume wishes granted.

Designing and stitching everyone of their 
gorgeous collection in their Melbourne studio, 
they aim to inspire little imaginations through 
creative play.

www.sparrowandb.com.au

http://madeit.com.au/rainbowsandwhimsy
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Rose Street markets
The Rose St. Artists’ Market is where 
those in-the-know find Melbourne’s best 
art and design talent. Each Saturday 
and Sunday there’s a huge line-up of 
creative types, so expect to feast your 
eyes on plenty of unique gems and 
one-off wonders that you won’t get 
anywhere else!

www.rosestmarket.com.au

Perth Upmarket
Perth Upmarket brings together 
a handpicked selection of artists, 
designers, stylists, craftspeople and 
gourmets all under one roof.

10am-4pm // Sunday 30th Nov 2014
University of Western Australia
www.perthupmarket.com.au

Well know for its ability to showcase 
unique taste and style all of its own, 
Blackbird Corner has never really 
been focused on what’s in or out of 
fashion - so if you love anything to do 
with low brow art, stunning fabric or all 
things handmade, you will be in great 
company. 

70 Darby Street, Cooks Hill,  
Newcastle, NSW 
www.facebook.com/Blackbird Corner

shops & markets

WA’s newest arts & crafts market, The York 
Bzzaar is being held at the York Town Hall 
on 25th & 26th October.  Over 41 stalls 
offering jewellery, ceramics, homewares, 
textiles, soft furnishings, women’s clothing 
& accessories and children’s wear + 
When Inspired popup cafe + workshops 
+ The Emporium + kids Chillout Zone + live 
music + food stalls make The York Bzzaar a 
family-friendly event.

25th & 26th October
10am-4.30pm daily
York Town Hall
Entry $5pp (free to kids under 12)
www.yorkbzzaar.com.au
www.facebook.com/yorkbzzaar

The Upmarket Retail Shopfront is a 
beautifully curated space showcasing 
25-30 of the best Upmarket designers.  It 
is housed alongside 6-8 other design 
focused businesses as part of the Angove 
St Collective at the bustling cafe strip ~ 31 
Angove St North Perth, WA. The opening 
hours are 9am-5pm M-F and 9am-4pm S-S. 
www.angovestreetcollective.com.au

creative 
marketplace

The Olive Tree Market 
The Olive Tree Market is Newcastle & 
The Hunter’s Leading Contemporary 
Handmade Art & Design Market. 
Gourmet Artisan Produce, Food, Music 
and More.

Nov 1st + Nov 15th + Dec 6th + Dec 20th

www.theolivetreemarket.com.au
instagram @olivetreemarket

‘Something Different‘ 
 - a Pop-Up Event in Leederville

Held across three fun-filled days at the 
Leederville Arena, ‘Something Different’ 
is an exciting new event for lovers of fine 
hand-crafted goods, food and drinks with 
family and friends, and a vibrant festival 
atmosphere.

Fri 7th Nov opening night 5-9pm 
Sat 8th & Sun 9th Nov 10am-4pm 
Free entry all days

The Leederville Arena, corner of 
Newcastle & Oxford Street, Leederville WA

www.wastreetteam.weebly.com

search #somethingdifferentinleederville 
on facebook
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made by niss
These adorable miniature terrariums will 
delight any lover of fae. Each toadstool 
and fairy home is meticulously handcrafted 
by Niss herself. 

A world of faeries and enchantment awaits 
at Made by Niss. Find her at
www.facebook.com/madebyniss

toadie cushions
We are in love with the gorgeous 
toadie cushion range, exclusive to 
Whirly Gig Kids!

Perfect for adding a little fun 
and comfort to your little one’s 
play space, toadie cushions are 
handmade in Melbourne and 
available in a range of colours & sizes. 

Find them online at  
www.etsy.com/au/shop/WhirlyGigKids

home wares creative 
marketplace

 gold dust
Even the smallest amount of gold will 
glisten in the sun!

This gorgeous wooden town, handmade 
by In Little Houses features a single 
golden house.

Set on a linen background, within a 6 
inch wooden hoop, these tiny wooden 
houses are carved from balsa wood 
and handpainted with simple details.

‘Gold Dust’ comes with ribbon for 
hanging and is signed by the artist.

In Little Houses can be found on etsy - 
www.etsy.com/au/shop/InLittleHouses

edge of the forest

sweet calico
Whimsical, handmade creations.

Ranging from dolls and 
dollhouses, to tote bags and 
phone covers. All designs are 
our own and are all completely 
handmade by us, in our signature 
style free motion embroidery 
- used to sketch and bring our 
items to life.

facebook.com/SnugglesandSmiles

lovely! 
A range of lovingly crocheted and 
woven creations are just waiting to 
be discovered at Mini-Me Handcrafts, 
including blankets, toys, tea sets, 
scarves, cowls and shawls.
www.minimehandcrafts.com.au

Woodland inspired critters and dolls that 
are soft and cuddly and make perfect 
friends for little people. Made with the 
softest minky, wool blends and cute cotton 
prints, all are one of a kind, individually 
designed and made in the Central 
Highlands of Victoria. Can be found online 
at www.facebook.com/EdgeoftheForest
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26 Seeds www.etsy.com/au/shop/26Seeds
Addicted to Buttons www.addictedtobuttons.com.au
Alisha Hinds www.alishahinds.com
Amelie & Atticus www.etsy.com/au/shop/amelieandatticus
Anita Laura Art www.facebook.com/anitalauraart
Apple Crumble www.facebook.com/pages/Apple-Crumble
ArtistaStyle www.etsy.com/au/shop/ArtistaStyle
Avonlea Photography www.avonleaphotography.com.au
Babee & Me www.babeeandme.com.au
Bears and Old Lace www.facebook.com/BearsandOldLace
Birdynumnum www.birdynumnum.com.au
Blossom + Cat www.blossomandcat.com.au
Boo buddy bear www.facebook.com/Boobuddybearhq
Boys and Bells Handmade  
www.madeit.com.au/boysandbellshandmade
Bubble and Sweet  www.bubbleandsweet.blogspot.com.au
By Renee Hall www.facebook.com/byreneehall
Canterbury Blue www.canterburyblue.com.au
Carmen Rose www.carmenrose.com.au
CaroCaro Studio www.etsy.com/au/shop/CarocaroStudio
Charlie & Rosie www.charlieandrosie.com.au
Claudette and Hester Handmade  
www.facebook.com/ClaudetteAndHesterHandmade
Cobbled Together www.etsy.com/au/shop/cobbledtogether
Cookie Mummas www.facebook.com/cookiemummas
Domum Vindemia www.DomumVindemia.etsy.com
Eden Dreams www.edendreams.com.au
Five Little Figs www.fivelittlefigs.com.au
Fluid Ink www.fluidink.com.au
Free Range Living www.freerangeliving.co 
Gaga Couture www.madeit.com.au/gagacouture
Gill Cordiner - individualism enhanced www.gillcordiner.com
Ginger Rose Design www.facebook.com/GingerRoseDesign
Handmade by 3 Little B’s  
www.madeit.com.au/handmadeby3littlebs
Happy as Larry Designs www.happyaslarrydesigns.com
Her+I www.herandi.com.au
Hubble + Duke www.hubbleandduke.bigcartel.com
Iggy Little www.iggy.com.au
Inkibabinki www.etsy.com/shop/inkibabinki
Jackie Hewett Photography www.jackiehewett.com.au
Joyfoolery www.madeit.com.au/joyfoolery
Kathy Panton www.etsy.com/au/shop/KathyPanton    

designer and maker directory
Letter Lights www.letterlights.com.au
Libby Abadee craftitupbooks.blogspot.com.au
Lilly Cottage lillycottage.typepad.com
Little Sweet Styling www.facebook.com/littlesweetstyling
Love Struck Homewares www.lovestruckhomewares.com.au
Machine and a Dream  
www.etsy.com/au/shop/machineandadream
May & Belle www. mayandbelle.com.au
Michelle Offerman www.michelleofferman.com
Mintchi www.mintchi.com.au
Miss Lilly www. misslilly.bigcartel.com
Mrs Millah www.facebook.com/mrsmillah
My Heart Flutters www.facebook.com/MyHeartFlutters
Nurture Imagine Create  
www.madeit.com.au/nurtureimaginecreate
Pamela Tang www.etsy.com/au/shop/PAMELATANG
Paperchap www.paperchap.com
Paul & Paula www.paulandpaulaclothing.com
Pollykinz Designs www.pollykinzdesigns.com.au
Renee Boyce www.renee-boyce.squarespace.com
Rhapsody and Thread  
www.madeit.com.au/rhapsodyandthread
Rowdy Design www.etsy.com/shop/RowdyDesign
Sarbe www.sarbe.com.au
Sheran Azmi www.makyajmodel.com
Skittle and Mouse www.etsy.com/au/shop/SkittleandMouse
Sparrow Blue Design www.etsy.com/shop/SparrowBlueDESIGN
Storybox www.storyboxofyou.com.au
Sudo www.sudo.com.au
Suella www.suella.com.au
Sweet Creams www.facebook.com/sweetcreams
Tania McCartney www.taniamccartney.com
Ted and Toot www.tedandtoot.com.au
TigsTogs www.madeit.com.au/TigsTogs
Twinkle Star www.madeit.com.au/TwinkleStar
Vintage Pie www.vintagepie.com.au
Vox and Dolly www.voxanddolly.com.au
Whirly Gig Kids www.etsy.com/au/shop/WhirlyGigKids
Wordity www.etsy.com/au/shop/Wordity
Yellow Mule www.yellowmulestudio.bigcartel.com
Young Hearts Design  
www.etsy.com/au/shop/YoungHeartsDesign

We love handmade. 

The Handmade Cooperative brings you 
the latest products out in the handcraft 
marketplace, so that you can put together a 
look for your child; be fashion, accessories, 
room decor, toys and more. 

Visit www.handmadecooperative.com.au
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Taking a few 
small steps to 
freshen up your 
business can 
give you a boost, 
reignite your 
enthusiasm and 
help you kick 
some serious 
business goals 
this Spring.

Last issue I talked to you about how 
cleaning up your office or studio can 
actually help you get more done and 
allow you to enjoy the work so much more.

This month let’s spring clean your business 
itself. I have seven tips to help you freshen 
up your business this Spring.

1. Brighten up your about page 
and the details on your social 
media
It is so easy for your information to become 
outdated and old. Your focus, your 
message and your energy shifts over the 
course of time. Make sure you keep your 
online profiles up to date and relevant to 
the current focus and direction of your 
business.

Also, it is important to check that all your 
contact information is up to date.

2. Take some time to review 
your products and services.
We often forget to take a critical look at 
the offerings we have available and it is a 
good idea to step back and look at your 
offerings as a whole.

Maybe it is time to get rid of certain 
product lines, or freshen them up a bit so 
they fit better with the overall aesthetic of 
your business.

3. Spruce up your branding
Like the clothes we wear, we can out grow 
our branding and it is important sometimes 
to take a step back and look at it with 
fresh eyes.

I’m not talking about undergoing an 
expensive, exhausting rebranding process. 
Just think about the shapes, the colours 
and the tone you use and make sure it is 
representing your business in the best way 
possible.

I recently added some new colours to my 
brand palette and not only did it boost my 
enthusiasm but it has also saved me loads 
of time. Now when I am doing any kind 
of graphic for my business I have a list of 8 
colours I can call on to help me out rather 
than picking from an endless palette.

4. Tidy up your desktop – file 
those files away
Your computer often becomes a crazy 
maze of files that end up all over the place 
– take a few minutes at the start of each 

day to put things in sensible folders.

Getting those files off your computer 
desktop will help it run faster as well.

Delete the stuff you don’t need, and if you 
have big image and video files you don’t 
use regularly back them up to a hard 
drive, giving your computer more space to 
run smoothly.

5. Clean up and organise those 
emails
Think about the different categories your 
emails fit into and create folders. Some 
suggestions might be; invoices, orders, to 
read later (for all those email lists you are 
on), wholesale and ones yet to action.

Delete as many emails as you can, 
keeping only the ones you need on record 
(be sure to empty your trash bin too so 
they are gone for good). 

Staying on top of your emails will help your 
entire business flow better. 

6. Make a mini business plan 
for the remainder of the year
Take ten minutes out of your work day to 
sit and put a list on paper of the things you 
still want to achieve and action by the end 
of the year.

Don’t make the list overwhelming, keep it 
achievable - but committing it to paper 
will help you stay focused.

7. Take a critical look at your 
social media
If you are using any social platforms for 
your business it is helpful to take a critical 
look at their overall feel from time to time.

Often stand-alone posts make sense but 
when you see the collection of them you 
might be missing the mark in terms of your 
brand message.

Make sure you are sharing your own work, 
asking for the sale and keeping your 
followers engaged. Take a look at the 
style of the photos, the overall feel of your 
accounts and how well it reflects your 
brand.

Taking a few small steps to freshen 
up your business can give you a 
boost, reignite your enthusiasm 
and help you kick some serious 
business goals this Spring.

seven tips to help Spring clean 
your business 

ELLE ROBERTS, MULTI PASSIONATE CREATIVE, BUSINESS COACH AND MARKETING STRATEGIST, DREAMER, WRITER, SPEAKER AND MORE WHO LOVES 
WORKING WITH OTHER CREATIVES IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF THEIR BUSINESS AND THE PURSUIT OF THEIR DREAMS. www.elleroberts.me
ELLE IS ALSO THE FOUNDER OF THE ARTFUL BUSINESS CONFERENCE. 

business 
toolkit: WORDS ELLE ROBERTS
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Renata Cooper
Forming Circles
www.formingcircles.com.au 

Madeit
www.madeit.com.au

Marina Saraceno
Maisie May
www.maisiemay.com.au

Michelle Boehm
Bok Bok B’Gerk
www.bokbokbgerk.com.au

Emma Monaghan

Gwen Pfleger

Natalie Lymer
Cinderberry Stitches
www.cinderberrystitches.com

Rachel Collier

Kaye Richards
Stirred hot chocolate spoons
www.stirred.com.au

Jandi Gibson
Hope & Willow
www.hopeandwillow.com.au

Cheryl Forster
tittle and tat
www.tittleandtat.com.au

Joshua Collier

Tania McGlenchy
McVA Services - Virtual Assistant 
www.facebook.com/McVAServices

Sonia Lyne
Dandelyne
www. dandelyne.com

Jacq Chorlton
Bo-bot & Bing
www.facebook.com/bobotandbing

Natalie Huckerby
Petite Bijou
www.petitebijou.com.au

Fiona Eileen Holmes
Miss Bold Design
missbolddesign.com.au

Kellie Sims

E-von Lee-Arevalo
SELF Organics - Organic Pure Bodycare
www.selforganics.com

Talya Goding
Made With Love-Cards And Crafts
www.madewithlovecardsandcrafts.com.au

Tobias Collier

Jules Giles
Apple&Soda
www.madeit.com.au/AppleandSoda

Tania Harris
Le Petit Macaron
www.facebook.com/au.lepetitmacaron

Peta Hawksley

Miriam Bain
Mimmis
www.mimmis.com.au 

Renee Hall
By Renee Hall
www.facebook.com/byreneehall 

Liesa Gifford
The Handmade Expo
www.thehandmadeexpo.com.au

Indigo Collier

Tabatha James
Rhapsody & Thread
facebook.com/RhapsodyandThread

Michelle Hall
The Toffee Tree
www.thetoffeetree.blogspot.com.au

Brianna Murray
Simply Type
www.simplytype.com.au

Trish Devereux & Narelle Brodrick
Egg & Nest
www.etsy.com/shop/eggandnest

Jodie Kirkham

Christine Rudder 
ScrunchieScrunchie
www.etsy.com/shop/ScrunchieScrunchie 

Lea Moate
Eco Brides Magazine
www.ecobrides.com.au

Jenni Miners
Against The Grain Designs
facebook.com/AgainstTheGrainDesigns

Janmaree Lowe
Love Handmade
www.love-handmade.com.au

Mark Marshall
www.markmarshall.com.au

Belinda Nikolaidis
Gaga Couture - Handmade Baby & Children’s Wear
www.madeit.com.au/gagacouture

Belinda “Billy” Taraanki
B.L.A.K - ‘Empowering - Free to be me’ Tween Fashion 
www.blak.me

Helen Louise Wilkinson
blossom + cat
www.blossomandcat.com.au

Angela Parquist

Andrea Martinez

Carla Cardoso

Kirsten Devitt
each to own
www.eachtoown.com.au

Murphy family

Karen McDermott
Serenity Press
www.serenitypress.org

Jenny Garroun 
York Bzzaar 
www.yorkbzzaar.com.au

Virginia Scully
Charlie and Rosie
www.charlieandrosie.com.au

Sonja Callus
Styling & Visual Merchandising
www.sonjacallus.com.au

James Collier
Creative Works
www.creativeworks.com.au

Deborah Williams

John Marshall
John Marshall Arts
www.johnmarshallarts.com

and everyone who supported the ‘tickle 
in a pickle’ crowdfunding campaign, 
along with all of our amazing subscribers, 
advertisers and stockists!

Pozible
www.pozible.com
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infinite love
Keep families, friends and loved ones connected.

Precious metals, bespoke family heirlooms.... forever.

AUSTRALIA’S ORIGINAL PERSONALISED JEWELLERY CO.

uberkate=
timeless

personalised+
#anythingelseisacopy

uberkate.com.au

http://www.uberkate.com.au

